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student's attention on tile part
where the error came in. Thus,
little by little the professor
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PaRaoe
"Irish
Traditions
and
Folklore" is the theme of the
1980 St. Pat's Parade Saturday
in downtown Rolla.
The parade will begin at 11
a.m., but activities start
earlier. According to tradition,
the parade route (Pine Street
from Sixth to Twelfth Street) is
painted green in honor of the
occasion by st. Pat's Board
alumni. At 10 a .m., St. Pat and
members of his court will start
up Pine Street.

Rex Williams, Rolla, member
of the University of Missouri
Board of Curators and a Knight
of St. Patrick when he was a
student at UMR, will be parade
marshal.
Appearing in the parade will
be 12 floats, 16 non-floats, 12
high school bands, antique cars,
clowns, a Shrine parade unit,
horses and other community
entries.
Among the dignitaries who
will be present are the

THE SHOW NEVER ENDS

5

Honorary Knights of st.
Patrick; UMR and Rolla city
officials; Miss Missouri, Kelly
Laxson, Kansas City and Miss
Teenage
Missouri,
Laura
Lasky, St. Louis.
Highlight of the parade will
be the 12 floats designed and
built by UMR students.
Bands parlicipating in the
festivities are John l"ord
Highland Pipers (St. Louis

6

GRADE POINT INFLATION?

3

Here's what to look forward to as St. Pat's continues on
through the weekend. A more condensed schedule appears
on the back cover of this issue.

NEW RIDERS OF THE PURPLE SAGE

4

The Student Union Board presents ... Saturday night.

PARADE FUND AND
CONTRIBUTORS

BLARNEY CLUB

5

It all wouldn't be without them!

BRIAN WAGNER-ST. PATRICK

Shrine
group-bagpipes);
Fatima High School (WestphalIa); Bourbon High School;
Hellas High School (Jellerson
City) ;
Waynesville
High .
School; New Bloomfield High
School;
Salem High School; Delta
Senior High School; Cleveland
High School (St. . Louis);
Eminence High School; Alton
High School. and St. FranCis

Borgia
High
School
(Washington).
Non-float entries include
Triangle
fraternity's
"Khomelnl Kazoo Corps," Zeta
Tau Alpha's "Kissing the
Blamey Stone," Campus Club's
"End of the Rainbow and
Kappa Kappa Psi's "Dixieland
Combo", and Tau Kappa Epsilon's "Precision Lawn Mower
Drill Team".

The President of the Board will reign over the festivities.

A SEXLESS EXTRAVAGANZA?

Ken Hardy examines the situation of "grade inflation" at
UMR and its rise since 1960.

Bob Koenig, in fine sexist form, ponders the thought of a
.G-rated Extravaganza.

THE STORY OF ST. PAT

7

ONCE UPON A TIME

HONORARY KNIGHTS OF ST. PATRICK

9

The folly of federally funded railroads - and what it costs •
each taxpayer.

Seven Honorary Knights will be dubbed in formal
ceremonies at 9:00 P.M. Friday night at the Multi-Purpose
Building.

AND IF YOU THINK ROLLA IS BIZARRE

17
"

CHEAP SHOTS BY CHARLES GRIFFIN .
The syndicated Norlh Carolina commentator warns "We
are in trouble" if we don't strengthen our defenses.

10

Check out some crazy things happening on other campuses.

QUEEN OF LOVE AND BEAUTY CONTESTANTS

12

ADMINISTRATION VS. FACULTY

14

"NATIONAL LAMPOON'S
NIVERSARY ANTHOLOGY"

TENTH

AN-

A :'Miner" exclusive: The editor of "National Lampoon's
Tenth Anniversary Anthology" reviews his own magazine!

DUAL RECITAL

Paul Braun with some thought-provoking information
about what kind of raises the administrators and faculty
have been receiving. And Dudley Cress comments on his
value to UMR.

19

Mary Elizabeth and Leon Bradley combine their piano
and trombone talents at 2: 30 Sunday.

CHRISTIAN BROADCASTING NETWORK

22

MIAA BASKETBALL

Enrollment statistics for UMR, Spring 1980. It's still
better than 4: 1.

Central Missouri State is tops at 26-2, but UMR's Nesbitt
is first team MIAA.
.

They sound good, but they hike unemployment,
especially among non-students and minorities.
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RIFLE TEAM
UMR's top-notch rifle team has competed against the
best in the United States.

Un-Quotable QUO
__ , From Sometime before St. Pat's
" Comeon.l·m geUlngdry' "

"Blow"
... ~ADdy"
'1blnkbadttoDt"
"You get btaer - you., _
••
'What are tile quota fot1 ..
"JfWagaercu ...,.,. _ _ -I .......
Fat
Pataayw - lhIa_blal"

_oal··

'Wbo "'-_cbeap - Ihleldo l"
.. Hov... _
......... _
,..
" Heylllom - mybeU_'tOt..
"Talk louder (!) 10 l imo.. where to look. I don·t have my gLulesOll." " OK.lhlab what wewontst. Pot toaay -St. Pat'a- tile_yet. ..

t

Hot Dogs 341-DOGG
Deli Sandwiches 209 W. 8th
Open Mon.·Sat.11 a.m.·6 p.m.

21

This week's CBN Corner talks about the extreme costs in
television.

FUN FACTS
HIGHER MINIMUM WAGES

18

Shaft

Bu

on Tap

1107 Pine 36"'d3~
Rollo, Mlaaourl

Open 1 p.m .-l a.m. daily

Hot Sandwiches • Hot Chili Made Daily
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Dea'thln ThRee Easy Days
B1 BOB KOENIG
personal favorite of mine
probably due to the fact that
I'm usually in better shape to
appreciate it. This year's
festivities include a line band
Shadow-Fax I Rock and Roll! ! J
from 1-4 p.m. A friend of mine
who saw them saw them in
Springfield a ' week ago said
they are a great band. Line
entertainments great, but let's
also be sure and remember the
KMNR "road show" that has
made this event musically
memorable for so many of us in
the past "Thanks Folks".
Other new attractions are a
"Bizarre Kite Flying Contest"
(I'm not sure what this is, but
we expect reports of a Martian
invasion) and a Graffite Board
(express thyself in 8-foot X 60foot splendor>. In addition the
quarter barrels will be out at
2: 15. Admission to the extravaganza is only with an
extravanza mug. These mugs
can be purchased from your
friendly nieghborhood Board
Reps (the gentlemen with the
green jackets and the red eyesl.
A word of caution : Rumor has it
that the police will be out in
force and crack in!! down.
Shuttle bus Service is provided

Welcome back my friends to
the • show that never ends
featuring St. Pat's live this
weekend. St. Pat's is brought to
. you again this year through the
sweat (Some say blood, Some
say beer) of the Board with a
helping hand from a cast of
thousands. As I sit here in the
middle of teeny-bopper heaven
( I don't know what's going on at
the U-center today, but it sure
has improved the scenery!) I
can't help but think of all the
great things St. Pat's does for
Rolla (besides bring more of the
same into town) .

Tbc.Hl.soay
For instance Thursday afternoon from 12:00 - 4:00 the
Extravaganza out at Lions Club
park. The St. Pat's board has
amassed
100
kegs
of
everybody's favorite beverage
in order to keep things flowing
smoothly. This year's features
include: Busch, Oly, Schlitz,
Miller, and Coors (for those of
you who like it lite) and our
thanks go out to the Rolla area
distributors who will all be
represented (no we didn't get it
freel. The extravaganza is a

ElV'GIltEEBS
Federa.! goverrunent 88encies are involved in some of the
most important technological work being done toda.Y....
in energy fields. commWlication, t.ra.nspoI1.&t1on. consumer
protection. exploring inner and outer space, and the

envtronment.
Some of the Jobs are unlque. with pI'QJOCUl IUld facUitles found
nowhere else. Salaries are good. the work is interesting and

there are excellent opportunities for advancement.
Our nationwide network can get your name referred to agencies
in every part of the country.
For information about best opportunities by spec!alto' and

location. send a coupon or your reswne

to

Engineer Recruitment. Room 6AII.

_01_1.....,_
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from the Student Union parking
lot and Fraternity Row every
half hour starting at 11 : 30 and
ending at 4: 30. The buses are a
good time and the drivers will
get you there and back in one
piece.

FRioay
Friday be there! The Games.
Having gone (or been put) to
bed early the night before most
Miners manage to get up and
out early enough to eat lunch
and then hit Rolla's version of
the olympics (in the ca.se of th!!
cQntestants anyway lose lunch
should probably be tacked on
that list of events). This year's
lineup includes: The Endurance
Chug at 1 :00, the 6-Pack Chug at
1: 15, the Girls Quart Chug at
1: 30 (this one's a real good
time), New This Year the Girls
Bat Race at 2 :00, the Tall Boy
Chug at 2: 15, and Cudgel Carry
at 3:00. Anyone who competes
in the quarter barrel put down
Thurs., three of the first Mve
events listed above, and runs in
the cudgel carry will also
receive a free all expenses paid
trip to Phelps County Hospital
( such men are born, not made).
Shuttle Bus Service will also be
provided to the games again
absolutely free. Then at 9:00
p.m. Friday in the MultiPurpose building the Queens
Coronation will take place. I
went through my first St. Pat's
without attending this event and
really missed a large part of the
tradition and pagentry of St.
Pat's. This is one of the events
that make St. Pat's something
more than an excuse to get
really loaded. Dress is semiformal and a good excuse to
get spring such clothes out of
moth' balls <Our father who art
... grant us clear skies, temperatures above 40 degrees, and
lite variable winds. Amen . l.
Arter the Coronation take your
bod to the National Guard
Armory and boogie down to the
sounds of Ammaretta from
10 :00 to 2 :00. Free soda and ice
will be provided so come on
down. Please no parking in the
street (the following was a paid
political announcement, if you
don't care who watches you and
your girl go at it why should
we).

Sat:CJRoay

Saturday (if you're still with
us) at 2:00 Alice makes her
annual appearance out at
Jackling Field. Dress is very
informal. Come on down and
cheer your favorite knight into
immortality (our own B. Frank

has pledged to appear in
'nothing but the ads from the
past six editions of the Miner in
order to prove how few ads we
really run>.
S.U.B . brings us "The New
Riders"
(Panmama
Red,
Panmama Red ... ) Sat. evening
in the acoustically perfect Multi
Useless Building.
That's all that's going on
except for a parade and a few
assorted parties and well ... the
Beatles Special and well ... a lot
of other stuff. (What do you
expect me to be, some kind of
;'HI'hority? After all , all I do is

write for this crummy paper).
Anyway one thing I do know Is
what a great event St. Pat's is
at Rolla (having survived a
couple>. This celebration and
the style in which it is carried
out is one of the greatest things
this school has going for it. The
board does a lot, but each and
every student here can be a
part of St. Pat's. We can support the fund raising, help build
floats, buy green, etc. But most
of all we can have a good time
and help others to have one too
this weekend. See you all there.

BORED?
Not With Our Boards

Chess or backgammon (tables also)
Beautifully handmade of walnut, cherry and
maple inlays

MINERS' SPECIAL
Chess $100 Backgammon $125
Coffee/game table $450

c=
=c

c;:c;JC=:;

.

c:.:/c::7c:;;7c::::/

£E'C- '

1425 Hauck Drive ~'~decorators
~f!i6i
. Forum
Rolla II t'!= .-~/.
....,.,

ENGINEERS
Gulf Oil Corporation, a major energy company,
has job openings for all types of graduating
engineers who are interested in building a career
in crude oil and gas producing operations_
Duties include drilling, equipment installation
and maintenance, subsurface reservoir studies,
economic evaluation of producing properties, well
stimulation and reconditioning, and enhanced oil
recovery operations.
Individual development courses will be provided,
including outstanding oil and drilling instruction.
Positions are located in Gulf Coast, Mid-Continent,
Rocky Mountain, and West Coast areas. Excellent
employee benefits.
. Applicant must be U.S. citizen or hold a
permanent resident visa.
Please send resume and transcript to:

SHOTOKAN
KARATE
of Rollo

364· 7428
Mon .-6:30 p .m .
Thurs. ·6 :30 p . m .
Saturday-Afternoons

~
G u If ~:.: ~~j,LORATION
~
~

...
& PRODUCTION COMPANY
Sec. E. P.O. Drawer 2100
Houston, TX 77001

An Equal Opportunity Employer MI F
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New
RioeRs
On Saturday, March IS, at
8:00 p.m. a desert mirage
known as the New Riders of the
Purple Sage will float into Rolla
to sustain your spirit for the
rinalleg of the St. Pat's sojourn.
Such tunes as Glendale Train.
Dirty Business, Panama Red,
Dim Lights, Thick Smoke (And
Loud, Loud Music). She's
Looking Better Every Beer, and
others will rill the GayleBullman Auditorium with the
aura of rowdy folks having a
good time. Sounds like just the
thing for St. Pat's!

Tickets can be purchased
today until 3:30
Thurs. and
Friday 8:30-1 :30 and Saturday
at 7:00 in the Student Union
fo~er for $2.00 for all UMR
students, General admission
tickets will be
~turday at 8: 00 p.m. hear the "New Riders" at the Multi-Purpose Building. Student
tickets are two dollars, general admtssion is five.

tickets are limited to 2 (two)
per student !D.
The current band roster includes John Dawson, David
Nelson, Buddy Cage, Pat
Shanahan (An Irishman!), and
Allen Kent. Dawson and Nelson
have been with the band since
it's inception and Cage has been
with the band since it's second
album, replacing Seny Garcia
on pedal steel guitar.

N.R.P.S. recently played the
Bottom Line in N.Y. City to a
standing room only crowd and
have been on tour with Charlie
Daniels. They are planning a
return to the studio after the
present tour. The N.R.P.S. is
being brought to you by your
Student Union Board and it's
concert committ~ .
Arky

QUALITY CLEANERS
EXPERT CLEANING REASONABLY PRICED

108 W. 7th Street Rolla, Mo. 65401

During the 40's the Knighting
ceremony consisted of ducking
the head of the "Knitee" in a

WANTED
BOXERS
to begin training for

Lambda Chi Alpha's
2nd A".,ual

"NIGHT AT THE
FIGHTS"

to be held next fall.
Practices every Tues . &
Thurs . at 7 :00· p .m . in the
wrestling room at the MPB .

bucket of thick "stuff" . Back
then the ceremony we know as
- Alice - was begun.
Just why the name - Alice was chosen isn't known for
sure. The name comes from the
days when there were not many
co-eds on campus. Few, if any
know why Alice was chosen
instead of Betty or Ann.
The 50's brought total submersion into a vat fillect with
so~red milk and other spoiled
Items. After the CambodianWar the influx of Gl's on
campus gave the St. Pat's
celebration a new flavor. It was
now that the reputation of
Today's Alice got started.

Then, the Board Reps, being
ex-GIs were indeed a rough
of
beer
drinkingbunch
chugging guys. They had been
through the hell of a war - had
seen friends blown away on
either side of them . This is
where the Board's roughness
got its start.
Student unrest concerning
Viet Nam - got the whole
student populace involved in the
Gl's to make St. Pat's a schoolwide celebration. Freshmen
carry
were
required
to
shillelaghs and to help rid the
campus of snakes. "Pondings"
also came into vougue.
With the 70's came the
painting of Board Jackets and
the rule against washing or
cleaning them. The almost
terroristic rule of the Board
began to taper down. No longer
were
freshmen
blankly
required to carry shillelaghs.
Those who wanted to and were
not forced to by their living unit.
Fraternities
carried
shillelaghs. But, mostly a good
time for all was had for all .
With the advent of the SO's
only time can tell what changes
are in store for the St. Pat's
celebration as we know it.

Don't ~ reach
for a beer.
Head for the
"mountains.

The SOUND CENTER wishes to
thank the Miners for their support of
our recent successful Sale.

Have a Good Time on St.
Pat's Weekend!
1008 Pine Street

Rolla, MO.

364-7715
..::.- . -- <:

~
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MULLALLY DIST. CO. INC.
Distributors of Busch
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BRian VVagnet<
S~Pa~)BO
Seian Wagner is a saint!
Well ... oot exactly a saint. But
the senior in mechanical
engineering at the University of
Missouri-Rolla,
has
been
chosen to impersonate St.
Patrick at the 72nd annual UMR
St. Pat Celebration held in Rolla
March 13-16.

Many years ago, students
declared St. Pat to be the patron
saint
of
enllineers
and
established the tradition of
celebrating the saint's birthday
with a holiday from classes.
Since the majority of students
at
UMR
are
studying
engineering, these festivities

have t>ecome the highlight of
the academic year in Rolla an occasion that includes both
students and townspeople.
Brian will preside, in costume,
over the many activities that
have become a tradition since
the first celebration iri 1908.
Brian is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Gerald Wagner, 509 Spring
Meadow, Manchester. He was
graduated from Lutheran High
School South in St. Louis, 3'rid .
came to UMR as a freshman in
the fall of 1976.
.

.I~JaRney Clab

MembeRS

Stephen and .Betty Douglass
He pledged Beta Sigma Psi
fraternity and has served that
What-U-Call-It Package Store
organization as pledge class
Tom Green and Quintin Wallis
secretary, files chairman,
Dr. Gerald B. and Betty L. Rupert
assistant steward and steward.
Eleanor A. Northern
"The steward jobs were the
Nancy & Frank Mackaman Hillcrest Big Star
hard ones," Brian says. ~''you
Mr. and Mrs. W. T. Kratzer Russell'S Town & College
have to plan all the menus for
. Stephen A. Cortopassi
Shephard's IGA
the house and buy the food. It's
C. James Grimm
Diehl Montgomery, Inc.
difficult to satisfy everyone.
BRian WagneR
Jim Jones Masonry
Lovie H. Keil
But, it is a job someone has to
Western Auto Store
Theodore J. Planje
do and it only lasts one before the actual celebration. these are just a hobby, Brian
Homer A. Tuc'ker
Jerome T. Berry
semester."
John H. Lyons
I'm really looking forward to says. His ultimate goal is a job
Mule Trading Post
Bob Green
In the spring of 1978, Beta this next week. That's the time with Southwestern Bell when he
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Wolf
receives his degree in 1981.
. _Otto, Joyce & James Hill
Sigma Psi chose Brian to be to have fun! "
John H. Brums
Gene Mc Farland,
their representative to the St.
Jim C. Pogue
St. Pat's takes a lot of time,
For the past three summers,
Edward A. Owsley
Pat's Board. The following year but Brian has found room in his he has worked with Western
James Halligan it L. £Igin '& Associates
he
was
made.
public
relations
schedule for other activities, Electric in Ballwin. This work
Ken Lanning
Russel Goldammer
representative for the group of too. He has been a member of helps to cover ·expenses on
Marcus D. Ramsey
A&W Restaurant
about
50 students who plan and the student chapters of the
campus and is good preparation
B. Ken Robertson
Willis L. Brown
produce the event. This past American
Society
of for his chosen career.
·Dr. Daniel L. Babcock
Gregory A. Lang
year he has served as president Mechanical Engineers, and the
For the next week or ten days,
Dishman's ' Mobii
Vista Vue Mobile Villa
of the b,oard.
of
Automotive the career will have to take a
Society
Joseph W. Carlo
Mrs. Gale Bullman
Ja mes W. Johnson
"St. I;'at's Board represen- Engineers. He is also a member back seat to the St. Pat's
Billy A. Key
of Theta Tau Omega, a service Celebration.
John
Twitty
Realty
tatives
put in a lot of time to fraternity.
Donald E. Baxter
Mr.
O.
K.
Crosser
make
the
occasion
what
it
is,"
Fred Kisslinger
"Nothing much about the
J. Stuart Johnson
Brian explains. "Most people
C. Stuart Ferrell
Like many UMR students, celebration changes from year
don't realize that planning for Brian is interested in cars and to year," Brian says. "But each
Jack D. Roach
J. C. Gray
Erisco Transportation Co.
the event begins just a few other forms of transportation. year we try to provide the
Miss Dolores Giuliani
weeks after the last one is over. He has a 1968 MG that he keeps organization of activities. We
Null and Son Funeral Home Arthur E. Morris
Money raising is the first order in condition himself and is also want everyone, students and
E. E. Feind, M.D.
Lana E. Vandoren
Rolla Monument Co.
of business, then all the little into motorcycles and radio- townspeople alike, to have a
G. Edwin Lorey
details right up to the week controll~ model air plaues. But good time.
Joseph M. Marchello
Daniel Angeli
Edwin Loughridge
John T. Diecker
Robert H. McFarland
a-Q.. ~..a-Q.~..a-Q..
a-Q..
Q .. 9(l....Q .. ~....Q .. ~.a-Q.. ~..a-O.. ~~O
Jack P. Govier
Sam Massey
J ; B. Clark
Kent Roberts
Joe and Angela Wollard
Dudley Pflaim
Harry J. Sauer, Jr.
Edward W. Moynahan
A. B. Needham
James B. Brendel
John C. Carstens
Scott MTS, Inc.
David L. Oakley
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DELICIOUS MEXICAN
FOOD

Mexico City Style
Steaks-Sandwiches
Now Serving
SOPAIPILlAS
Closed Mondays
Hwy . 63 S. Rolla

.. _

364-1971

"

St. Pat's
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d6
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Main Dining Room to be Opened
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G-Ro'te()
EX'tr<ovogonzo?
By BOB KOENIG

I hate to be the one to say it,
but St. Pat's has lost some of its
flavor. You probably noticed,
either from the advance
promotion or from having been
there depending on your
reading habits, (and it is
amazing how few things get
read over st. Pat's ) that the
Extravaganza doesn't even
have a sexest contest this year.
I mean what's an extravaganza
without a wet T-shirt or a sexy
leg contest. I mean come on
folks is this Rolla! !
During my first extravaganza
I was just standing around
putting down a few when
somebody announced that the
wet T-shirt contest was about to
start. Well being above that sort
of thing and unable to get a good
view of what was going on, I
decided to wander over and get
one of GDJ 's good meals
(guaranteed to absorb 14 times
its weight in alcohol and still
come up just as easy as it went
down) . I made this particular
move due to the fact that the
line of starving Miners (man
trying to get breakfast as the
belly-up had lived to its name)
we re busy looking at some wet
T. After my quick snack I
decided to head on over and see
if I couldn 't get a decent view.
Imagine if you can my disappointment when I fi nally pushed
my way to the front and I saw
hardly a ny wet T-shirts. Instead
there was this group of girls
running around with no shirts at
~

LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
18th Annual

I

CHIC~EN

DINNER
to benefit charity

___c_
SUNDAY, MARCH 30

11:00 a .m . to 7:00 p .m .
$2.50 per plate

all on . I mean I'd paid my $.75 to
see wet cotton and I fe lt really
cheated.
But this year? No poster gi rl ,
no wet T (as opposed to A) , no
sexy legs (which was a bit more
like the A>. I mean a really Grated affair folks (bring the
kids, the dog, your Grandmother>. Not that the St. Pats'
board isn 't providing a lot of
stuff for a good time, but it's
like a whole dimension is
missing from the festivities.
Some poor sports that I know
of however think that the Extravaganza had already been
ruined when all these contests
started. Specifically certain"
individuals
have cast
a
distainful eye on last years Hop,
Skip, and Regurgitate competition. As far as I could tell
this was a true test of speed,
power, timing, and agility
(primarily the agility of the
spectators in the first row >. I
feel that this contest really
added a lot to the festivities
(notice the heavy turf around
where it was held last year>.
In light of the success of the
H, S, & R (or the H, S, & P
whichever you prefer>. I feel
that several other competitions
will be added to the extravaganza in the coming
years.
As a spin off from the H, S, &
P and as an outgrowth of the
Freshmen shillelagh judgi ng I
expect to see the start of the
F reshman Impali ng as a
regular event. Contestants
could be judged on style and
form as well as enthusiasm and
the abil ity to mai ntain a smile
during the difficult parts of the
maneuver.
Nothing
could
possibly mark the start of St.
Pat's better than the Chancellor
throwing out the first Freshman.
I' m also confident th at the
same crowds that pressed in so
tha t contestants could throw-up
all over their shoes (at
distances up to 14 ft.) would
thrill at the chance to see a
genuine old fashioned sheep

molestation (though I'm afraid
we poor independents would
have to put up with yet a nother
sport bei ng dominated by the
athletic powers of the fraternal
brothers of UMR>.
My fa vorite (and I feel given
current world conditions this
will soon be an Olympic event
which perhaps Rolla graduates
could dominate ) is the " Five
Ma n Rape and P illage Tea m"
competition. Each campus
organization could put together
a five member team (men
and-or women) that would
attack a randomly selected
block of Rolla and level it to the
ground. The winners would be
selected on the basis of style.
form . completeness of leveling,
as well as the quality of loot
collected (proceeds of course to
Theta Tau>. In case of a tie
playoffs could take place
utilizing
DoollitUe
and
Newburg.
Yes, the future of the Extravaganza looks bright. I'll see
you all down by the beard
burning next year.
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Celebrate st. Pat's with
WALKER'S SPECIAL CANADIAN
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$8.75 1.75 liter and
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ma bles, t he H P-33E a nd H P-38 E,
a nd added co nt inuo us me mOrl' to
c rea te the new HP-33C a nd .
H P-38C. So now vou can s tore
da ta a nd progra ms eve n if yo u
turn vo ur ca lcu la tor off a nd o n.
Th e n we we nt one Slep
I' url he r.
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10% OFF until April lst
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Green Shakes, Soda
& Sundaes
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WE'VE
TURNED GREEN!

The Extravaganza is purely a matter of taste.

Th e new H P-34C Ad va nced
Co ntin uo us Mc mo r\' Scielll ifi c
Prog ra mm a ble offer ~'o u th es(;
prog ram min g lea t ures: up to 370
prog ram ma ble kel's tro kes; la bel.
line a nd ind irec t bra nc hin g; 6
s ubro utin c levels: in d irec t da la
s torage: inse rt/ delet c editin g: 4
fl ags; 12 labe ls; 2 user definab le
kc\';'s: loop co nt ro l a nd more!

TWO EXCITI NG NEW
FUNCTIONS!

New "Solvc" key. The \I P-34C
can search lor and find the roo ts
of a n eq uat ion w ith kel's tro ke
sim pl ic it\'. New "Int eg~a te" key.
Ma kes finding lhe dcfin ite illl eQ ral
of a function pus h bu tl on e<ls\'~
Am' func lion I'O U can eva lu ate on
the' c<l lcll ia lor' b\' ke\'s troke
solu tion. \ 'Oll ca'n now inlegrale.

TOTAL DOCUME NTATION
SUPPORT.
The II P-34C comes with an
Introdu ctory Bookle1. an 0 \ \ ner';,

t
t
t
t
t
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Hand boo k, a nd a free Sta nda rd
App lica tio n boo k co nt a ining 10
user ul prog ra ms. Appli ca tio n
books a lso ava il a ble in Ma th ,
Sta t, Survcy in g a nd Student '
Eng in ec ring.
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UNFORGETTABLE VALUES
IN CONTI NUOUS MEMORY
CALCULATORS.

t
t

Th e H P-33C Programmab le
Sciclllifi c-$ 120 ; Th e H P-38C
Ad va nccd Fina nCIal Prog ra mma ble-$ IS0 ; Th e HP-34C
Ad vanced Progra mmab le Scienlific-S I50.
Come in tod a~ ' a nd put o ne of
lhese ama/. ing new calc ula lors
10 the test. You' lI find them 10 be
lhree more e\amples of He\\ kttPackard's E,cellence b~ DL'slgn .

t

THE
BOOK
STORE
University Center-West Rolla, MO
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His'tor<y 0.,: S't Pa'tr<ick
The shillelagh carried by our
freshmen at st. Pat's, the
bearded Miners around campus, the wearin '-o-the-green;
and the celebration during St.
Pat's reminds us of the figure of
St. Patrick. We, as engineering
students,
should
know
something of the history and
legends associated with our
patron saint. The slory of St.
Patrick begins some 1500 years
ago on the Emerald Isle.
The great mountain of St.
Patrick in Ireland was the
refuge of our patron saint for
many years. One day, while St.
Patrick was inside the cave
praying for the welfare of his
people, all the demons of Eire
came down and gathered at the
base 'of the mountain, In great
droves and swarms they came,
some as serpents crawling on
the rocks, others as monstrous
birds of prey, filling the air and
darkening the sky. St. Patrick,
reaching for his golden bell,
rang it lustily. The bell was a
symbol of his gospel, and the
sound
of
it
was
heard
throughout Ireland, bringing
peace and joy to all. Hearing
the bell, the demons scattered,
and were so frightened that
they feli into the sea and
drowned. From that time until
seven years later, there was not
an evil creature in the whole of
Ireland.
The life of St. Patrick was
spent on freeing people from the
dreaded cult of the devilworshipers, the Druids. He was
born in Scotland in the year 397,
' of a Roman father and a French
mother. At the age of 16, young
Patrick was sent into slavery.
Later he was taken i.nto Ireland
and there sold to a Druidical
hi~h priest named Milchu,
whose evil ways Patrick was
later to fight.
After
six
years
as
a
for
Milchu,
sheepherder
Patrick returned to Scotland.
He believed that it was divine
providence that had protected
him while a slave, and he then
decided to make a tour of the
on
monasteries,
intent
becoming a priest. Later, he
was sent to England to fight the
pagan hordes.
In 433. Pope St. Celestine I
commissioned him to work as a
missionary among the Irish
folk. He first planned to return
to the castle of Milchu, and
impart him with the blessing of
the children of God. Old Milchu,
however, having no desire to
become a Christian and thus
SUbject . himself to a former
slave, piled all his fu~niture and
treasures in the middle of his
castle, ignited the pile, and sat
down in the middle of it, thus
ending his troubles.
Our patron saint found it no
easy matter of converting the
Irish people to Christianity, but
he eventually succeeded in
turning some of the powerful
Irish kings to the Christian way,
and from then on the people
were easily led.

St. Patrick was usually
equipped with a cross and
wearing a rough shirt and

sandals. His sleeping places
were usually caves and rocks,
his favorite being the mountain

named after him. He spent the
last years of his .Jife in viSiting
the churches he had founded.

On March 17, 493, he left the
world in death. He had reached
the age of one hundred six .
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Nis SpOlt iSlflcin,.
Nislestflulflnt is Nflldee's.

BEST EATIN'ALL

All french fry sales on Friday, March 14 will be donated to
the Chancellor's Scholarshi fund.
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equation. The unsuspecting
student rejoice·s . Surely I can
work that one out! Receiving a
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. Page 8

student's attention on t~ part
where the error came in. Thus,
little by little the professor
et:\mnHt!.AtA~
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The St. Pat's Board would like to thank all the merchants
and businessmen for their contributions for this year's
parade. Their help and assistance make all the plans for a
St . Pat's into a reality .

SL PaL'S BoaRD

1990 ,

The Following FOR TheiR As~isLance
Grellner Sales

DeLeo Distrib.
Russell's

Commonwealth'l'beatres

BCI Corporation

Century 21

John Twitty Realty

Long Insurance Agency
The Pub
Rolla Cable
Meramec Oil Company
Rolla Craft·Hobby
Needlecraft Shop
Quality Cleaners
Central Federal Savings
What·U-Call-1t
Hope Dress & Gift Shop
United Savings & Loan
Lorraine Children's Shop Tweedies Shoes
Cowan-seed Co. Inc.
Bishop's Clothing
MFA Farmers Exchange TapJac Lumber
Phelps County Bank
Holsum Bakery
Mine Shaft
Howard John's
Hamillon & Sons Phillips 66

Smilh 66 Service

Barnes E:ngine Rebuilders

122 W. 8th Street Rolla '
NOW OPEN FOR LUNCH 11 A.M.·2 P.M. -

-SANDWICHES -SALADS -SPAGHETTI
-SEER -GYROS SANDWICH

For FREE DELIVERY of Pizzas
364-2669 or 364-9878 9
~- -:::..

~---.

Wal-Mart

J.C. Penney

McDonald's Hamburgers

Schwitzer Component Div.
Godfather's Pizza
Prescription Shop
Plaza Motel
Peaches Auto Sales
Rolla Standard
Mauller's Cabinet Shop
Rolla Daily News
Holiday Inn
Alex's Pizza

Alex -Pizza Palace

Maggi Construction

American Bank of Rolla

Poe's Rural & City Gas

O'Donnell Distributing

Mullally Dist.

Powell Lumber

509 Package Store

Fred Voss Enterprises

Green Derby Liquors
Rolla Welders Supply
Sunnywall Flowers
Tenco Drilling & Pump
Coachlight Best Western
Charon Fabrics
Hart's Appliance
Herrman Lumber
Maid-Rite Drive-In
Allic Lounge Inc.
Moutray's

Rolla State Bank

Bradford & Fitzsimmons

Wendy's

RansdallDistrib.

OK Tire Service
Beverage Mart
Two-O·Nine Tavern
Christopher's Jewelry
KTTR-KZNN
Rolla Motor Parts
Ranco Inc.
Campus Book Store
Darr's Department Store
Uniled T(!lephone
UMR Materials Research

Great American Hot-Dog Sland
Genny's House of Fashion
Darlene's Antiques & NeedlecraHs
Highland's Dairy
Tim's Pizz.a
Farmer's Insurance Group
Delp Hefrigcralion
Golden Hule Ins. Agency
Co llege Lire Ins. Co.
Carriage Realtors
Callen's Grocery
Missouri Oz.ark Upholstery
Neil's Custom Meats
Duncan Moving & Storage
John 's Firestone Store
All -State Insurance
Vern's Clothing
William's Shoes
Powde r Puff Beauty Salon
Sandwich Gallery
Schumacher & Associates
Show-Me I::lectronics
Sound Center
Cu t & Curl Beauty Shop
a.M . Bahr & Sons Furniture
Crow· Burlingame Auto Parts

Aulocrafl Mu[fier
Finch Jewelry
Dotly's Beauly Shop
Mead Chemical
. Bruno's
Key Sport Shop
Chub & Jo's
Colonial Lanes
Rolla Dairy Queen
Qualily Tire & Service
Bramlett Really
'Bixler Printing
P~ciric Tech . Inc.
B.J :s
Stoltz Realtors
ABC Bowling
Haines Standard
Kroger
Pryor's Pizza
Larry 's Flowers
Phillips & Co.
Kirby Co.
Powell Ins.
LaPosada
Pub Mobile
Copper Tree
Hillcrest Grocery
Cooper Honda
Helen's Girts
Central Products CO(1) .
Nod-A-Way Molel
MFA Insurance
Apeo City Route 66 W
Missouri I::ng. CO(1) .
Manor Inn Inc.
Downtown Barber Shop
American fo'amily Ins.
•
Lutz & Sons Conoco
Rolla Sewing Center
Rolla Freezer
Carson 's Hestaurant
Rolla College of Hair
Riback service Center
Woolbright Motors
FOSler's Bakery
Williams Auto Service
AI West Motors
I::lectric Motor Works
Uregas Propane Gas
Triad Printing Co.
Dave's Barber Shop

hut
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UMRHonORaRY
KnigbLs 0.,: 5L. PaL
Narne() FOR 1990
Seven honorary Knights of St.
Patrick at the University of
Missouri-Rolla will be dubbed
in formal ceremonies at 9 p.m.
Friday, March 14, in the Gale
Bullman
Multi-Purpose
Building.
They are : John M . (Jack)
Keane, 1523 Chestnut Drive,
Jefferson
City,
director,
Missouri Department of Labor
and
Industrial
Relations;
Robert
McKune,
Rolla
businessman, president and
general manager, Radio Station
KTTR ; Bob L. Mornin, 12500
Willow Lane, Lakewood, Colo.,
president. Coors Container Co. ,
and executive vice preSident,
Adolph Coors Co.. Golden,
Colo.; B. Ken Robertson, UMR
dean of students; Ralph Uthlaut
Jr.,
New
Florence, state
senator, Missouri 23rd district ;
Sally White, public information
specialist, UMR Alumni-Public
Information Office ; and the
Rev. James L . Weiberg, Rolla ,
director, Newman Center, and
associate pastor, St. Patrick 's
Catholic Church.
The induction of the honorary
knights is part of UMR's annual

St. Pat's celebration, a campus
tradition since 1908.
Keane is a native of St. Louis
and has spent most of his life in
that area. He has been a
professional baseball player, a
Sl. Louis firefighter, and a labor
union official. For 10 years
before
taking
the
state
government position in 1977, he
was with Speed Fastener, Inc.
of
McKune,
a
native
Nebraska, began his career in
radio as a part-time announcer
with WJAG, Norfolk, Neb.,
while he was in junior college at
Norfolk. He worked at several
stations in Illinois, Kansas and
Nebraska before taking over
the management of KTTR in
1967.
Mornin received his B.S. and
M .S. degrees in ceramic
engineering at the University of
Missouri-Rolla. He has been
with Coors since 1954. He has
held
numerous
executive
positions,
including
vice
president of Coors Porcelain
Co.
and
executive
vice
president of Coors Container
Co. which he has head since
1972. He was senior vice
president of Manufacturing

o•• CanWeBuild

OneForYou 11

Buick Regal
V·6 Economy
20 City / 27 Hwy .

Jeep CJ -7
Renegade

AMC Spirit
lim ited liftback

.t4,""*

BUY NOW-PAY AFTER ON THE JOB!

~.~

SPECIAL DEALS-Special financing
especially designed for UMR graduates.

A Portable Party

introduces the

"Hot Ham &
Cheese Sandwich"
1/ 4 lb. of thinly sliced ham and a tangy slice of
A&W's own sharp cheese , piled high on a sesame

ON,y';"':29

!

A&W wishes everyone a hearty
St. Pat'sl
1202 N. Bishop Rolla, MO
Hours: 6:30 a.m. to 11 p.m.
Open till 12 midnight Fri. & Sat.

CANOE THE BEAUTIFUL

CURRENT RIVER ~~
contact

6

PUT IN

'!

AKERS
CEDAR
GROVE

Schweiss ,.
Motor Co., Inc.
Olds·Buick· AMCI Jeep
500 Hwy. 63 S. Rolla 364-1323
Open 8 to 7 Sat. till 4 p.m .

was

Wei berg is a native of
Missouri. He was ordained in
1973 and his first assignment
was as associate pastor of
Immaculate Conception Church
in Jefferson City. He was appointed to the Rolla post in 1976.
He is co-director of United
Ministries in Higher Education
and co-coordinator of Gamma
Alpha Delta service fraternity.

Olds Cutlass
V-6 Economy
20 City/27 Hwy .

BUY ONE AND SA V:

Operations of Adolph Coors Co.
from 1975 to 1978 when he
became
executive
vice
president.
Robertson was born in
Oklahoma and was educated in
Texas. He has been on the UMR
chemistry faculty since 1965
and became dean of students
last August. He has been active
with many organizations and
student groups. These include
serving as faculty adviser to the
UMR chapter of Sigma Nu
social fraternity, president of
the South Central MisSOuri
of
the
American
Section
Chemical Society, chairman of
the U MR Academic Council and
president of the Missouri
Assembly of Faculty in Higher
Education, a faculty advisory
group to the Coordinating
Board of Higher Education.
UthlilUt
born in Big
Springs, Mo., and received hi;;
.education at Logan Grade
School , Hermann High School
and the University of Missouri·
St. Louis. He is a farmer. He
served in the Missouri House of
Representatives from 1962 to
1972 when he was elected to the
senate. He was re-elected in
1976.
Miss White was born in
Kansas City and is a graduate
of
Washburn
Municipal
University, Topeka, Kan . She
taught two years in Kansas high
schools and worked for the
Kansas Blue Cross-Blue Shield
organization where she became
assistant director of public
relations. She was radio-TV
production director of the Ayres
Advertising Agency (Lincoln,
Neb. ) and editor of the Alumnus
of the University of Nebraska
before joining the UMR public
information staff in 1969.

MONTAUK

'C
.

JADWIN CANOE
RENTAL
Darrel Blackwell
Jadwin, Mo. 65501
Phone (314) 729-5229

Store & Service Station on the Premise.
.

LOCATED NEAR THE HEADWATERS

PUT IN
AKERS
CEDAR
GROVE

MONTAUK
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Answers

Puzzle
Ano
Missoula, Montana (CH)
Bertha
didn't
miss
the
Foresters' Ball, but it took five
bottles of beer to get here there.
Bertha is a stuffed moose
head .that hangs in the U. of
Montana Forestry Building,
serving as the forestry
students' mascot and matron
saint of their annual ball. This
year, as often in the past, she
was kidnapped by non-forestry
students and held ransom for
five bottles of beer (three dark
and two light) and five tickets to
the ball.

I.J=
(CPS)
A
student
photographer at the University
of Texas, a campus that was up
in arms last month over the oncampus model recruiting by
Playboy magazine, claimed to
be doing brisk business shooting
x-rated photos of UT students
for use on Valentine's Day
cards.

Yoa
COLLEGE PARK, MD (CPS)
- Maintenance officials at the
University of Maryland have
conceded the latest battle in
their ten-yea!' war to rid the
campus of pigeons, announcing
they are ready to try anything
else anyone might suggest.

Tbink
ITHACA, NY (CPS) - A
Cornell University tradition of
raining fish and fowl on the ice
at the annual Cornell-Harvard
hockey
game has
been
suspended - almost - indeference to ' administrators'
warnings that the practice
could mean the end of the
rivalry.
The tradition began several
years ago when a Harvard fan

IY\mnlilUltAC' tlva ftl'"l\hlAft'l

b ...
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student's attention on tb..e part
where the error came in. Thus,
little by little the professor

equation. The unsuspecting
student rejoice's . Surely I can
work that one out ! Receiving a

5-c Pa-C)s Qaeen

Love ano Beaa-cy

Kelly Laxson
Laura Lasky
Two more pretty faces to adorn the St. Pat's Parade
Saturday will be those of Miss Teen-Age Missouri (left)
and Miss Missouri (right).
raced onto the ice at Cambridge
between the second and third
periods, and tied a live chicken
to the Cornell goal net. Cornell
fans responded in kind when the
Harvard team visited Ithaca by
covering the ice with dead fish
and leashing live chickens to
Harvard's net.

Tba-C

This yea(s Queen of Love and
Beauty at the University of
Missouri-Rolla's annual Sl. Pat
Celebration will be chosen from
among 26 young women
nominated for the honor by
organizations at UMR.
This year's visit by Sl. Pat,
patron saint of engineers, will
begin, Thursday, March 13 and
last through Saturday, March
15. The queen will be chosen
Friday, March 14, to reign with
St. Pat over the weekend

BizaRRe
The annual Cary Quad Nude
Olympics went on as usual this
year, despite the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan and the
IO-degree weather at Purdue
University. For at least the 11th
tUne, the men of Cary followed
a young man carrying a toilet
paper torch in laps around the
dorm
courtyard,
wearing
nothing more than protectiv-e
(of identification) headgear and

festivities.
After a series of interviews,
the queen will be elected by
members of the St. Pat's Board
( students who organize and
supervise the activities l. She
will be crowned at formal
ceremonies on Friday night,
preceding the Coronation Ball.
Saturday, March 15. all candidates will have places of
honor on the queen's float in the
annual Sl. Pat's parade through
downtown Rolla.

G&D STEAK HOUSE

Open 7 days

11 a.m.-9 p.m.

Forum Ploza

6 Oz. Ribeye

8 Oz. Chuck

8 Oz. Fillet

STEAK

STEAK

STEAK

2.50 2.20 3.07

ST. LOUIS, MO. (CPS)
Includes Baked Potato or French Fries & Texas Toast.
Administrators at Washington
Free Ice Cream.
University in St. Louis have
asked' the U.S. Department of , tennis shoes.
Energy mOE) for an exemp- .•.....•..............................•............................•...............•..
tion from DOE thermostat
guidelines because nude models
in art classes can't take the cold
anymore.

'"',

START ST. PAT'S
RIGHT! COME T

TECH-ENGINE &
AUSTIN, Texas_ (CH) The "nuke suits" and "virgin
vault raids" of the residents of
Jester Hall's 12th floor were
first immortalized in Esquire
magazine and now have
bec~me the basis for a movie in
the "Animal House" tradition.
But the students were not impressed with the accuracy of
the Esquire article and say the
screenplay is equally inaccurate, even though its author
spent two weeks at Jester Hall.

.~-----......:

$2.00

, ATTHE
DOOR
SOUND

CAMPUS CLUB '5
Wednesday Nighf
Marc h 12, at

0lj,
...............................
BOB EDWARDS and th,e --B OYS

.
0

,

~ >.

~ t~n.: u

TECH -ENGI NE
312 W.16TH- across
. -SYSTEM &
th
,LIGHT
1
rom e EE building 8:30 M _'1'1
SHOW
:
: ~{1
AN ALLNEW ..................__-: ROCK·N· ~'j:' :
: ~ SPOLIOLI
ROLLMUSIC ... ~:
1
\: RECIPE WILL BE SERVED. COME PARTY HEART
I 1
0

,.

.•...........................................•.....•.............................................

--~

..

OmGlNN.

• Ill(l

:
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~

IJ

would like to wish everyone a
HAPPY ST. PAT'S

GRELLNER SALES & SERVICE, INC.
Fo'r All Your St. Pat's Parties

..

•
:

..

1ft

..

Contact Our Student Reps

~

..

Joe Gabris, 364·2930 AND Jerry Frederick, 364-5226

..

".

SEE US AT THE EXTRAVAGANZA

"

Congratulations To St. Pat & His Court'

~
.,.

•
..
.,.
~

Jim Whetsel
Steve Emmendorfer
Terry Fredrick

BRIAN WAGNER '
Dave Roberts
Joe Brinkman
Blake Silkwood
Andy Lain
Brian Westrich

.Dave Laughter
Rusty Adams
Bob Sonntog

1ft

""

•
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"Let the revelry begin!"

ST. PAT ...
Brian Wagner from Beta
Sigma Psi. A senior in
Mechanical Engineering from
Manchester Missouri. Son of
Mrs. Gerald W.agner. 5095
Spring Meadow. As a Senior
Rep ... President of the St. Pat's
Board. As a Junior Rep ...
Chairman of PubliCity Committee.

o

1ft

"s. D and R" R - What more.can
you say?"

"Let the good times roll. everyone

MASTER GUARD ...
Joe Brinkman from Triangle
Fraternity. A junior in Mining
Engineering from·_ Waterloo.
Illinois. Son of Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Brinkman. Rt. 4. As a
Senior Rep ... Treasurer of the
't Pat's Board As a Junior
Rep. Chairman of Campus
Sales Committee.

GUARD ...
Jim Whetsel from Tau Kappa
Epsilon Fraternity A senior in
Chemical Engineermg from
Affton, MissourI. Son of Mr and
Mrs. Oscar Whetsel, 8517
- Kathleen. As a Senior Rep ._.
Secretary of the SI. Pat's
Board. As a Junior Rep . .
Chairman
of
Decorations
Committee.

icating Ecstasy

must get crazy! .. •

"Hear Ye, Hear Ye

Let the good

"T.G.I.F., which
mountains? "

way

to

GUARD ...
Brian Westrich from Phi
Kappa Theta Fraternity. A
senior in Mimng Engineering.
Son of Mr. and Mrs. Herman
Westrich, 1691 Twin Oaks. As a'
Senior Rep . . Sales Manager of
the St Pat·s Board. As a Junior
Rep
Chairman of the Float
and Parade Committee.

"Head on back to bow· legs. '

"Available day or night - but w
are not really responsible."

GUAlUJ ...
Jerry Fredericks from Sigma.
Tau Gamma Fraternity A
semor in Mining Engmeering
from West Alton, Missouri. Son
of
Mr
and
Mrs.
Leon
Fredericks. Route 1 As a
Senior Hep .. Chairman of
Ways and Means Committee
As a Junior Rep .. Chairman of
Knighting Ceremony
Committee

MASTER GUARD ...
Steve Emmendorfer from
Sigma Phi Epsilon. A senior in
Civil Engineering. Son of Mr
and
Mrs.
Sylvester
Em·
mendorfer.
304
Zeno St ..
Perryvll)e, Missouri. As a
Senior Rep ... Vice-president of
the St. Pat's Board. As a Junior
Rep ... Chairman of Costumes
Committee

"Not Responsible. ..

"R.C.H.

times roll."

GUARD ..
Dave Roberts from Thomas
Jefferson Residence Hall A
JUOlor
In
Engmeermg
Manag!!menl from Imperial,
r
~r As a Sen or Rep
Ian of Historian Com·
I ""
·As a JUOlor Rep ..
<"'~llrman of Follies Week
Com mittee.

HERALD ...
Rusby G Adams from GDI A
Jumor
m
Engineering
Management from Jackwn
Missoun. Son of Mr and Mrs
Rusty Allams. 415 Elwanda As
a Semor Rep ... Chairman pf the
Town CoordmatlOn Committee
As a Junior Rep .. Chairman of
Ceremonies Committee.

Phot:os by Dave Cas('oell

PAGE ..
Blake Silkwood from Alpha
Eps Ion PI Fraternity A Jumor
In Mmmg Engmeenng from
Poplar Bluff, Missouri. Son of
Mr and Mrs Ed Silkwood. tOll
Schweitzer Hoad As ~ Semor
Rep
Chairman of the Participation Committee As a
Junior Rep . . Chairman of the
Games and Trophies Committee

- "Mountain Me"

PAGE ...
Dave l uJgh'er from Kappa
Alpha Order Fraternity. A
Engmeerlng
.;enior
m
Management
from
Creve
CoeLJr, MISSOUri Son of Mr and
Mrs. Frank Laughter, 1558
Cotton Tree Drive. As a Semor
. Rep .. Chairman of the Septemberfest and Alumni Sales
Committee. As a Jumor Rep ..
Chairman of the Garters
Committee

finest incrtment
measurement known to man."

of

TRUMPETER ...
Andy Lain from Kappa Sigma
FraternitY' A semor In Mining
Engineering' from Shawnee,
Kansas Son of Mr and Mrs
f'rank Lam, 5115 Halsey. As a
Senior Rep
Cha rman of the
Parade fo'und Committee. ~s a
Junior Rep. Chairman of the
Queens Committee.
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equation. The unsuspecting
student rejoices. Surely I can
work that one out! Receiving a

student's attention on tRe part
where the error came in. Thus.
little by little the professor
ftnntnlUuiJar

'hA n_htA....
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The brothers of Acacia are proud to present
Miss Janine Smith as their candidate lor St.
Pat 's Queen.

Miss. Smith was born in Perryville. Mo., in
1957. After graduating from Pe rryville H i gh
School In 1975, she moved to SI. u>uis and al ·
tended Mer amac Community Coll ege (or one
year. Miss. Smith dec ided to become a hair
sty list and attended ' the National Academ y ot
Beauty Art in Sl. Louis. Arter graduating. she

moved to Rolla where she is presently employed
as a hair stylist at Hairworks.
Her hobbles include swimming. hiking,
canoeing . and sewing.
We. the brothers of Acacia. feel that Janinc
will make a fine S1. Pal 's Queen for 1980.

We. the brothers of Delta Tau Delta Fraternity. are proud to announce Ms_Sally Scheer as
our 1980 Sl. Pal's Queen candidate . Sally is the
daughter of Mrs. Lorene Scheer who resides in
Imperial Mo_ While at school . Sally works part
time for USGS. She is also very active in campus
lire. A s.)phomore in i::ngineering Management.
she is a member of the Society of Women
Engineers. the i::ngineering Management
Association. and still finds time to be a Phi
Kappa Theta Little Sister. Within the Little
Sister's Order of the Sun. she has served as vice
president and treasurer. Sally comes from a
Royal Bloodline. Her older brother Bud was Sl.
Pat 1975. We feel Sally 's heritage of green blood
makes her a logical choice. Her overall involvement in campus lire. coupled with her good
looks and charm , makes her the best choice for
the IYtiOS1. Pat 's Queen.

The Brothers and pledges of Pi Kappa Alpha
proudly present Miss Tern Hunter as our I~ St .
Pats Queen hopeful.
Tern. a freshman in Geological Engineering
here at UMH.. hails from O' '''allon.lllinois where
she was previously crowned "Miss O'fo' allon.·· In _
addition, she represented Illinois as "Miss L>rill
Team IllinOIS" and went on La finish Und in
nationals.
This bright -eyed beauty also proved her hard
working nature In the APO dancethon this fall in
Rolla by helping to collect the second largest
amount of any of the 25 couples participating.
Terri enjoys swimming. danCing and drama.
- With Terri's bubbly and outgoing personality.
the men of PiKA believe she will make an excellent choice as St . Pat·s Queen .

Tech-i::ngine <.:Iub is proud to present Jackie '
Tessan as their candidate for this years S1. PaL 's
Queen . Jackie, a former cheerleader for the
Miners. is a freshman majoring in mechanical
engineering. She 's from }o'iorissant. Missouri and
a graduate of Hazelwood Centr<.ll High School.
The attractive green-eyed. blonde is a member
of Zeta Tau Alpha and active in the gymnastics
club. Jackie's hobbies include racquet ball.
swimming and camping. An ideal choice for St.
Pat 's Queen.

The Sisters of Chi Omega proudly p JtIS5
Julie Petty as their I~ SI. Pat's OIl'
didate. She'is a junior majoring in l::c kSa(
UMK, and is from St. James. Ms. IS ~
charter member of Chi Omega an. !1111)'
holds the office of personnel chair., ~ IS
vice president of the Women's IUfil
. Managers Association, a memb Ibt
University Porn Porn squad and a (;1 1kar1
of Sigma Phi I::psilon. Julie's hobt $de
horseback riding. volleyball. tennis. .,-!Dg
the piano. A vivaCIOUS and charming ladY.
Jul~e would make the perfect Sl. Pat': 1

,---------------------------------------------~
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The men of Oelt ~ Sigma Phi are proud to
announce that their candidate for the 1980 Queen
for the S1. Patrick's Day festival is the lovely
Laura Weiss.
Laura, a freshman in Mechanical Engineering
here at the University of Missouri-Rolla, is the
daughter of Herbert and Mary Weiss of
Maryland Heights Mo. Laura attended Parkway
North Senior High where she partiCipated in
many school activities.
At the University of Missouri -Halla, Laura IS
currently active in the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers \ ASME, and the Society
of Women i::ngineerst SWE ' .
We of Delta Sigm a Phi believe that 'Laura's
charm , personality. and attractiveness make
her an outstanding candidate for the 1980 S1.
Pat 's Queen.

The men of Beta Sigma Psi take great pnde
and pleasure in presenting Miss Pamela
Ohl emeyer as their 1980 SL. Pat 's queen ca n·
didate. Pam, a cut e. blue-eyed girl of 21 ye<.lrs. IS
the daughter of Mr. and M rs. E rvin Ohlem eyer
Sr. of Sl. Charl es, Mo. She is a 1976 graduate of
Orchard fo' arm High School where she was
captain of the pompon squ ad , a member of the
National Honor Soc iety . <.Ind pla ced in the top ten
of her graduating class.
Pam IS currently employed by the Sl. Char les
Co unt y PlannlOg and Zonin g CommiSSIOn. Just a
few of her present interests IOclude bow l 109,
boatin g. and tenni s.
Allhough Pam is from out of town , she IS ver y
famili ar with UMH.. fOr she se ldom misses a
part y weekend. With her warm . outgoing, and
fun loving personality : the men of Bet<J Sigm a
Psi feelthal Pam would m ake an ideal qU{.'C n of
love and beauty .

The Sister s of ZeLa Tau Alph a are delighted to
present Patrici a Jean Morgan. daught er of
Walter and M argar et Mor gan of Peekskill. New
York t where'! ,. as their captivating 1900 SI.
Pat 's queen candidate. "'o r those of you 10 terested in her more phYSical aspec ts. Patti IS <.I
fivc- foot. six-inch blue- yed bruneLle. Hut she IS
not just another prett y face : Patti IS a scmor
her e 10 EngineerlOg Management and yet she
also finds lime for extra-curricul ar actl vi hes.
She is presently corresponding secretary for
Zeta T au Alpha and IS a Sigma Ph i Epsilon
Golden Hea rt. She IS IOvolved in i::M A -AIIE ,
.SWi::. ACS . and a va riety of other more " ' reud wlI
pursuits. In her leisure time Patti m ay be found
althe rink brushi ng up on diS<.'O roller -skating or
at one of Kalla 's -- famed " night spots. Obviousl y .
this girl has all the moves and we believe that
Palti will charm your shamrocks off!

The men of Sigma Phi i::psilon ( Ij to
present Miss Linda Brough as at h I's
queen candidate for 1980.
Miss Brough is the daughter of Ea lrity
Brough of Liberty, Missouri. She is lip
sophomore attending Southwest MI ~hl~
University working toward a de • ac·
counting and in her spare time IS a
cocktail waitress. Her blue eyes a 11m!
blonde hair accent her beauty. Lind tl"fd
in many different intramural sports iislt
hall activities. She enjoys meel • .
having fun. and participating in soci ~.
We are sure that Linda's natura l alII
beauty will qualify her for the high
Patrick's L>ay Queen.

The brothers of Kappa Alpha have chosen Miss
Kim Signorino as their 1000 Sf. Pat's Queen
Candidate. Kim. the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Don Gutmann of Maryland Heights. is actively
involved in m<.lny campus organizations. The
charmmg
sophomore
in
i::ngineering
Management is a member of our Daughters of
Lee. Zeta Tau Alpha Sorority. The SOCiety of
Women i::ngineers. and is presently the Appropnations Committee Chairman in Student
Council . Kim is also Pledging Alpha Phi Umega
Service Fratermty this semester. In her sp<.lre
time Kim enj oys volleyball and sewing.
The m en of Kappa Alpha feel that Kim IS an
excellenl chOice (or SI. Pat 's Queen.
The Men of Theta XI are ple<.lsed to present
Miss Cheryl Mobley as their I~ Sl. P<.It's ~uecn
Candlcale. Miss Mobley. a 1979 gradu<.ltc of
Hivervl ew High School. IS currently enrolled <.It
fo'lofi ssant Valley Community College and IS
pu rsuing a c<.lreer III commercial graphics. In
her leisure time . Chery l enjoys a variety of
sports and hobbies which IIlclude horseback
ndlng. boa ting . skIIng. and scuba divmg.
The VivaCIOUS five foot five brown -eyed
brunett e IS iooklllg forward to this year 's SI.
Pal's festiVities. and The Men of Theta XI"f{.'C1
she IS <.In excellent choice to reign at S1. Pat's
side.

. . cllljla
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We the proud reSidents o( Thomas Jefferson
HOUSing ASSOC iation would like 10 prescnl MISS
Anita Tlk!!y as our 1000 Sl. Pat' s ~u(,'Cn c<.In didate. She comes to us from HallwlO Mo
where she attend{.>Q Parkway West High Schooi:
Anita IS now a Freshman majormg In Geological
i::ngineermg. She IS also an active parliclpant III
UMH 's sports programs. such as volleyb<.lll.
softball and soccer. In addition she has an aVid
i nteresl In photography, loves any type of oul door recreation and lives to travel. Personally.
Anita is very charming and high·spirited. Iter
warm personality makes her very deserving and
she would well represent UMH as Queen of St.
Pat·s.

MiSSOUri. where she participate<)
spectrum of school-related actlvlti
cheerleading. Student Council.
tr<Jck .
In her second semester at ttoll ;
majoring in i::nginecrlng Managen
become Involved in several mtfild
while stili being able to achieve
status.
Because of lJcanne's charm.
vivacious personality. (he membel
Club believe that (hese attributes "
per{(."Ct St. Palos Queen for the Hili (

The sisters o~ Kappa Delta are proud to present i!:lizatielh
Kordlck as our Queen candidate for the 1980 SL Pat's
festivities.
Liz is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Earl Kordick 01
(o' iorissant. Missouri. and is a sophomore majoring in
Metallurgical Engineering at UMR. She is a secretary of
Kappa Uelta and is involved in various other campus
organizations such as GAU,IK. SUB, and Phi }o';ta Sigma, yet
has maintained a high scholastic average.
With her outgoing personality, bright smile, and good
looks, we feci that Liz is an excell ent choice for queen.

The brothers of ~igma Nu are proud to present Miss Judy
Robertson as our 1!;j8(J Queen Candidate. Judy is rive foot six
inches tall. and has beautiful naturally blond hair. She at·
tended UMH (or three semesters and is well known on
campus . Now a sophomore enrolled in Nursing at Columbia.
she plans to graduate in December 19M2. Her parents, Or. and
Mrs. L>el Robertson are residents of Rolla . Judy's attractiveness and cheerful. easy-going personality maker her
this year's best cand idate for the Queen of Love and Beauty.
II you've ever seen Judy. we are sure you will agree.

.Ellen Tierney, a freshman in Engineering
Management at the University of MissouriKolla, is the Kesident Housing Association's
t RHA J queen candidate for Sl. Pat's, I!IJO.
i!:lIen has recently been initiated into the Epsilon
Alpha chapter of Kappa L>elta in Rolla . She
participates in many campus activities, KHA
functions, intramural sports. and as a
representative of the Engineering Management
Department during Engineer's Week.

GOI honors SL Patrick and his Court with Stacey Miller. a
fine a!Jd beauUCul example of womanhood, as the Sl. Pal's
(Jueen Candidate for 1980. Stacey, hailing from Sl. Joseph,
Missouri. is a junior transfer studen t from Massachusettes
and is majoring in Mechanical ~ngineering here at UMR.
This will be her first experience in a SL Pat's Celebration and
she is very eager to meet with Sl. Patrick and his Court.
Stacey is a born naturalist as she backpacks, skis, and enjoys
the outdoors whenever the opportunity exists. On campus.
Stacey is active in ASME. AWS, and GUI. GOl proudly
presents Stacey Miller as the 1980 Sl. Pat's Queen Candidate
for the best St. Pat's Celebration ever.
The Brothers o( the Alpha Omega Chapter o( Sigma Tau
Gamma would like to present the lovely Miss L>onna Miller as
our candidate lor St. Pat's Queen o( Love and Beauty.
Miss Miller is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Paul Miller of
O'Fallon, Missouri. Donna is a sophomore studying
~ngjneering Management here at UMR. She is a member of
the White Roses of Sigma Tau Gamma and is active in i!:MA,
AliI!:. andSWI!:.
We since,rely wish Donna the best of luck as our St. Pat's
Queen candidate .
. The BroU;aers of Triangle are proud to announce Miss
Connie HilFas our 19&1 Sl. Pat's queen candidate. Connie is a
freshman at UMIt majoring in business administration. She
works part-time for the University's Placement Olrice and
still finds time to be active in UMR's Student Union Board.
Daughter of Larry and Carol Hill originally of Dayton, Ohio,
now residing in Waynesville, Mo. This five foot, two inch,
blond-haired brown-eyed beauty is comfortable in any environment. We feel sure that Connie's natural beauty and
effervescent personality will serve her well in anything she
endeavors.
The Brothers of Alpha ~psilon Pi are proud to present Miss
Lesa Marshall as our candidate for the Sl. Pat's Queen of
Love and Beauty. ~sa hails from Lee's Summit and is
currently attending the University of Missouri-Columbia.
At UMC, she is a freshman studying pre-law and business.
She is a member of Kappa Kappa Gamma Sorority and is
also a little sister of the Phi Delta Theta Fraternity..J at
Columbia. Some of her other interests int'lude music, dancing , gymnastics, and skiing.
We feel that Lesa's outstanding personality and grace,
coupled with her radiant beauty make her the one and only
c~oice to be the 1980 St. Pal's Queen of Love and Beauty.

---'

We the men of Sigma Pi proudly present Miss
Linda
Uietrich St. Pat's (Jueen Candidate for
1980. A SL. Louisan standing 5' 6" tall With blonde
hair and beautiful blue eyes, Linda is currently a
freshman at SI. Louis Universily majonng 10
PhysicaJ Therapy. She feels working With
handicapped people is a very rewarding
profession which will allow her to help those
whi<.:h need the most help. Linda's outgomg
personality provides the basis for a wide variety
of interests. While on one hand she loves to curl
up and read a book, she also loves to party. Some
of her other hobbies include dancing, swimming
and karate.
'
(o'or these and many other reasons we chose
Linda to represent Sigma Pi and feel that she IS
the best possible choice for this years SL. Pat's
Queen.

Debby Winkler, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Kaymond
Winkler of.st. Louis, is a candidate for the 1980 Sl. Patrick's
Day Queen at the University of Missouri-Holla, and will be
representing Tau Kappa ~psilon Fraternity. M iss Winkler
was a 197M graduate of -Notre Dame High SChool. and is
presently employed at Mercantile Bank in Sl. LoUis. Uebby is
a 5' -6 " brunette, and en10ys rugby, soccer. hockey, dancing,
cooking, and partying. The Men of Tau Kappa ~psilon feel
that L>ebby's friendliness and exuberant personality make
her an excellent choice as the next Queen of Love and
Beauty .
The m en of Phi Kappa Theta take great pride in presenting
Miss Jean Kolbet as their 1980 St. Pat's Queen Candidate.
Jean hails from Kansas City, Missouri and graduated from
Hickman Mills High School in Hf76. Currently she is a senior
in mechanil'al engineering at the University of Missouri·
Kansas City, where she was secretary (or two years in the
ASME student chapter. Her varied interests include
drawing, painting, cooking, and outdoor aclivilies.
We feel that Jean's good-looks, intelligence, and warm
persona lit y would maker her an excellent choice for St . Pat 's
Queen in I~thebest St . Pat'sever!
The men of Kappa Sigma are pleased and proud to present
Lisa Lee Hicks as our 19&1 Sl. Pat's Queen candidate . Lisa is
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Rogers Hicks of Hannibal
Missouri and IS curren tl y a freshman at UMK. She is- a
member of the Zeta Tau Alpha sorority and a Kappa Sigma
Starduster. Li~a has been chosen as our t'andidate because of
her warm, outgoing personality and her natural beauty . We
feel that these characteristics make her deserving to receive
the honor as the t9&l queen of Love and Beauty.

We, the brothers of Lambda Chi Alpha, Introduce with
great pride and honor, our candidate for the Queen of Love
and Beauty, the charming Katherine M . Pelton . Kathy is
presently a freshman at UMR majoring in ~ngineering
Management. and is very active on campus in her spare
time . This 5' 9" blue eyed, blonde haired beauty is a pll.'<1ge of
Kappa Delta Sorori ty , a little sister of Lambda Chi Alpha
Fraternity, a flag twirler for the UMH. marching band, and a
member of the io.:ngineering Management Association. With
Kathy's sensuous personality, elegant charm, and radiant
looks, we feel this candidate is the unanimous choil-e for the
Queen of Love and Beauty.
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Administr ation Defends Pay Increases
By PAUL BRAUN

For the past several weeks.
an unsigned memo has been in
circulation
through
many
departments on campus. This
memorandum.
which
is
believed to have originated in
the
payroll
department.
compares the percentage increases in the salaries of fifteen
UMR professors to the increase
of six top administrative personnel from the Rolla campus.
According to the memo. the
increases given to these
professors ranged from 5.70
percent to 10.63 percent. based
on their September 1978 salary.
The memo also shows that the
six members of the adwho
were
ministration.
promoted in January. received
increases of 11.09 percent to
40.77 percent since the September of 1978. In order to
establish the validity of this
memo. all of the figures has
been verified through the use of
the University's operating
budget.
When Dudley Cress. the
Director
of
University
Relations.
was questioned
about this memo. he said that
this list from the payroll
department
was
not
representative of the general
increases given to faculty and
administration last year. Mr.
Cress then .produced a list
similar to the unsigned memo
which significantly deviated
from the first one. It showed
sample faculty increases of
9.80 to 15.2 percent for the past
year and only 3.2 to 6.1 percent
increases for certain members
of top administration of UMR.
While this second list showed
that the person or persons
responsible for the unsigned
memo probably selected only
data which would support their

case. it still didn't completely
answer the questions about the
half-dozen indi-vidual raises.
When Cress was specifically
questioned about these six
administrators and their salary
increases he said. "All of these
positions are new assignments
and everyone of them is a new
title." As he continued. he
explained that everyone of
these six positions is completely
new and thus each of . these
individuals have new titles as
well as new responsibilities.
Asked to respond to the
allegations that these new titles
were nothing more than a case
of "musical nameplates'" used
to justify such increases. he
responded. " The Executive
Director of Administrative
P1anning ... position is basically
the same (as the old post). It is
a name change. Notice the
increase. 01.087>. This position
(Director of Administrative
Planning) is basically ' the
same. (increase 12.807)." He
went on to explain that the
Exec. Dir. of Administrative
Planning was previously called
Business Officer and Director
of Administrative Planning was
the Associate Business Officer.
But he stressed that these
changes
(name
changes)
resulted in increases of only 11
and 13 percent.
On the other hand. the new
Associate
Director
of
Business
Services.
who
received a 40.77 percent increase. has received a · great
deal more obligations and
duties in his new position. "As
Director of Institutional Studies
he didn·t have a third of the
responsibilities he now has ... He
went on to say that the others of
three people on the list. including himself. have received
similar increases in ' respon- '
slbllity. "I (Cress) was Director

" I think this university would suffer if I left. I am
egotistical enough to think, yes, this institution would
suffer . As much as it would if it lost the top faculty
member in chemistry? Oh, .1 don't know, but then, if it
lost the best faculty member in chemistry, how many
students would.!t affect. How many students does that
person contact, thirty, forty? Do you think that this
institution will collapse because the best chemistry
professor left and thirty students didn't get the benefit
of his education?'"
Dudley Cress, Director of
University Relations

stated, "These two (Director
'and Executive Director of
Administrative
Planning)
basically are name changes but
then the increases were eleven
and twelve percent. There are
no name changes on these (the
faculty raises) .. or assignment
changes. You can say that these
administrative positions were
only. whatever you said
( 'musical nameplates' ) or
Whatever. but aUeast they were
changes. There was at least a
change in title."
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NOT&;. In case you were wondering bow much of an increase IIr. Cress, the New Director of Public Relations.
received since September 1978, It was over 26 percent

En ro ll ment Statisf~s Compiled
. ...... ,,,....... ............ ""'0..... ....
,
,

EDUCATION

Missouri Miner

left for a better paying job. like
some professors are doing
because of low salaries, he

When Mr. Cress was asked
how the faculty would view
these increases. he said that
they probably wouldn't like
them. But he added, "I think the
administration is every bit as
important to this institution as
the faculty. I wouldn't be in

COMPUTU SCIENCI

The MISSOURI MINER is Ihe official publicatIon of the students of
the Umversny of MissoUTl 8t Rolla. It is published weekly at Rolla,
MISSOUri The MISSOURI MINER features acti vitIes of the students
and faculty of UMR .
364-8115
Bill Frank
Edilor
Betsy Haw
364-4780
Business Manager

responded, "I think this university would suffer if 1 ieft. 1
am egotistical enough to think
yes, this institution would
suffer. As much as it would
suffer from the loss of the top
faculty member in chemistry?
Oh, I don't know, but then, if it
lost the best faculty member in
chemistry, how many students
would it affect. How many
students does that person
contact, thirty. forty? Do you
think that this institution will
collapse because the best
chemistry professor ' left and
thirty students didn·t get the
benefit of his education?"
Overall. Cress believed that if
you ' want to make a fair and
proper evaluation of faculty and
administrative ' salaries, you
should compare ALL of the
administrative salaries to ALL
of the faculty salaries.

of the Office of Public In- administration if I didn·t. I
formation. I didn 't have don't think the faculty would
responsibility for KUMR radio - agrue with that and I don't
station, ... for centralized 'mail imagine the students do either.
services ... for public relations 1 think what I do is awfully
advising and counseling to the important to this institution. "
Questioned as to what would
Chancellor ... ..
To sum up his explanation, he happen to this univerSity if he
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ents Calendar Of Events Calendar Of Events Calendar
lendar Of Events Calendar Of Events Calendar Of Even
WENESDAY

S'UB
Scripts
The New Riders of the Purple
Sage will be performing in
concert this Saturday at 8: 00
p.m. in the multi-purpose
building. Tickets for the concert
can be purchased today and
Thursday and Friday morning
in the University center. Prices
are $2.00 lor students, two per
1.0., and $5,00 for general admission.
SUB's Racquetball Tournament will be getting under
way on Monday, March 17. A
sign up list is posted on the SUB
bulletin board in the University
Center.
.
On March 20, Dick and Anne
Albin travel to UMR, bringigg
with them the music of the
mountains. This talented couple
from Kentucky will entertain
you with songs and ballads from
the early days of the Appalachian and Ozark Mountains. Stop by and sit in on their
. front porch song session next
Thursday, at 8:00 p.m. in
Centennial Hall.
Applications
are
now
available in the Student Union
Board office for SUB officers
and directors. Elections will be
March '1:1, for oUicers, and April
3, for directors.

5555533:33:::33:::35:

A "HARDEE" DONATION
It will be a " Hardee" donation to the University of Missouri-Rolla

MIDNIGHT BRUNCH ATTKE
Co-sponsored by Tau Kappa Epsilon Fraternity and Kappa Delta Sorority ,
there will be a biscuits and gravy midnight dinner at TKE on Wednesday,
March 12 from 11 :00.p.m.-2 :00 a.m . Tickets are on sale now for only one
d~lIar and proceeds will go 10 St. Jude Children's Research Hospilal.
WESLEY
There will be a meeling Wednesday at 6:00 p.m. with a program featuring
Dr. Eisenman and Dr. Bledsoe. They will be presenling a slide show : "The
Gothic Cathedral, the Poor Man's Bible".
TECH-ENGINE TEA
Wednesday, March 12, 8:J(}.? Tech-Engine Campus Club Tea at 312 W. 16th
Street. $2: 00 at the door: sound system and lights.

CAVING CLUB
The M.S.M. Spelunkers' Club will meet the Wednesday aller St. Pat's at
6: 15 in 305 Norwood.

LECTURE ON USSR
Dr. David Law will present a lecture on his recent trip to Russia. It will be
presented on Wednesday. March 26th ,1t 7:00 p.m . in G·;of H·SS.

CHI EPSILON
Chi Epsilon will continue the pledge presentations on Thursday, March 20
at 7:00p.m. in room 117 CE. All members and faculty are urged to attend and
support the Chi Epsilon pledges.
FACULTY, STAFF GOLF LEAGUE
Faculty, Staff Golf League will start March 20 and will play every Thursday night. Tee off at 5: IS p.m. sharp and will play 3-man scramble using
best ball . Entry fee is $5.00. Please return entry blank by March 14 or call
Goll Shop at 341-4217.
AICHE
There will be a special meeling of·AICHE Thursday, March 20 at 7 p. m. in
GG, old Chem. Bldg. The speaker will be C.S. Rondestvedt from Dupont
Corp. His topic is "Patents and Industrial Chemical Research." Refreshments will be served.

GDI
Thursday, March 13 at the extravaganza, GDi will be selling hamburgers,
beans and chips for 75 cents a plate. After the extravaganla, GOI will have a
dance at Tech-Engine from 8:()()'1 :00. Beer on tap.

FRIDAY

I~~

I• I•

~~~

KMNR BEATLES SPECIAL
Friday night, KMNR presents the annual Beatles Special , six hours worth,
from 6 p.m. 'lil2 a.m.

~~

~~

~M

~~

~~

~M

M~

n Kappa Delta and Tau Kappa Epsilon U

~ Midnight Madness Brunch ~
~

uTonight At TKE $1.00
~~ Benefit: St Jude Children's Hospital

~
~

st. Jude Children's Hospital is
the largest childhood cancer
research center in the world. It
is the first and only institution
established for the sole purpose
'of conducting basic and clinical
research
into catastrophic
childhood diseases.
Its
aChievements,
particularly in leukemia, have
made it a world-famous haven
of hope that someday, all the
diseases it is studying will be
conquered.

ATTENTION
Onmks and oilier wastees, the Black Hole MOIIDIaln Mea would like to
invite all of you of the flner part of bumaa1ty to a Onmkenfest startIntI
FrIday after the games and eodlng Sunday mornlng.
Featured attractloos wtll be - Cbamplonsblp Wrestling starrlng the Hlgb
lJama and RedDect Mutha IIl8II8ged by the c.mtc Cabbage VB, Karoa and
Dr. Gore maDaged by the Duke In a . tag team match. A special MlIIIourI
cripple match betweeo lJttIe A.G.Q, and KIller MWer, 1beo a wrestling
spectacular to eod all; a MlIIIourI muWaUon match, A pIg wtll be sacr1flced
for all to devour Saturday. 1be locaUon wtll be out Rt. E Just put the city
Umlts sign In and 8I'OUIId the greeo bouse on the right. AIl are invited to join
In on the festivities.

SATURDAY
GDIDANCE
Saturday, after the concert, from 9:()()'1:3O, GDI will have a dance
featuring a sound system with beer and tea for refreshments at Tech-Engine.

THURSDAY

ASTRONOMY CLUB
The Astronomy Club of SPS will have another meeling on Thursday, Nov .
20 at 7:30 p.m. in room 130 Physics. Films of the Apollo missions will be
shown. Refreshments will be served. And new members are always
welcome.

HELP!

scholarship fund when Hardee's of Rolla gives proceeds from the sale of
French fries on Friday, March 14 to UMR.
This is the second consecutive year that Hardee's has chosen this method
of contributing to the campus community support program.
So, chow down on a lot of French fries at Hardee's Saturday of St. Pat's
weekend.

11 :00 'til 2:00

BEERS AND BURGERS
Arter the parade, Saturday, March IS, Tech-Engine will have burgers and
beer on sale: $1.00 per plate. Includes 2 burgers, chips and all the beer you
~andrink .

TUESDAY
S,P.E.
The monthly meeting of the Society of Petroleum Engineers will be held on
Tuesday , March 18, at 7:00 p.m. in Room 107 of the MINING BUILDING.
There will be an election of next school years officers. Discussion of spring
outing and Senior graduation party will also take place. Speakers of the
evening are Jim Zuber and Bobby Joines of Dowell and their topic will be
"Oil Field Services." Refreshments will be served following the meeting.
This is an important meeting so all members please attend.
TUESDAY CHI EPSILON
Chi Epsilon, the National Civil Engineering Ho/lO~ Fraternity, will begin
its pledge presentations on Tuesday, March 18 at 7:00 p.m. in room 117 CEo
Each pledge will give a 5 to 8 minute technical speech on the subject of their
choice. All members and faculty are urged to attend and support the Chi
Epsilon pledges. If you can't make this date be sure to attend on Thursday.

"FOUL PLAY"
Come and see the movie Foul Play, sponsored by Panhellenic. It will be at
the Ritz Theater on Tuesday, March 25. Times are 7:00 and 9: 10 p.m. Tickets
will be sold in advance on campus March 24 and 25 for 75 cents. Tickets at the
.
door will cost $1.00.
UMR HUMANITIES LECTURE SERIES
Shakespeare and History, March 18th, Tuesday, 7: 30 Miles Auditorium.
University of Missouri President James Olson, an historian, will open the
series on behalf of the Mid-America Shakespeare Chautauqua.
"Shakespeare's sense of history in Henry V, King John and Henry VIII".
Lecturer: Professor Roy W. Battenhouse of Indiana University, with degree
from Yale, Professor Battenhouse is nationally known for his books on
Marlowe's Tamburlaine and Shakespearean Tragedy and its Christian
Tradition .
STEREO SEMINAR
The Sound Center will present a seminar on what to look for in stereo
equipment on Tuesday, March 18th at 7:00 p.m . in the Meramec Room of the
New Student Union . A Pioneer rep will be on hand 'to answer any of your
questions.

NODAY

What You Get:
4 BiscuitS-Gravy
2 Sausage Patties
For An'other '25 c :
-0

ran g e J u ice

. Mil k

j

Coffee

a:==~~~====~~41~~==~4~~C:==:H.K:==~CK====X~C:==:H4H~====~~41~~==~~1.-C:==:H
· ~~ .

~

MISSOURI GRANT CHECKS
"The spring Missouri Grant checks are in . You can pick them up in the
Cashier's Office, G-2, Parker Hall. "
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equation. The unsuspecting
student rejoices. Surely I can
work that one out! Receiving a

student 's attention on tile part
where the error came in. Thus,
little by little the professor
I!n.mDJi~"),,"

'hA n,""hllA",

hut

...
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By KEN HARDY

Grade
Point
Inflation

Receding
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11':1
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less risen steadily since then.
The concern is that the higher
grades may not reflect a higher
level of achievements by the
students. Some instructors may
be too apt to give an A or a B to
a student whose work. though
good. is less than excellent.
Some instructors may be too
reluctant to give a failing
grade. This was particularly
the case during the Vietnam
War when failure to make
grades
resulted
in
the
possibility of being drafted.

Whatever the cause of "grade
inflation," it obscures the true
picture of student performance.
Of critical importance is the
freshman year. The failure of
grades to reflect that a student
is not ready to enter more advanced work harms all involved.

" Grade inflation" may be
r eceding to a certain degree.
The all men 's average peaked
at 2.8 in 1974, just after the war.
It has been in slight decline ever

The distribution of grades last
semester varied from department to department. The lowest
average grade point was in the
chemistry department (2.57),

Most students are probably
not thinking too much about
grades this extended weekend.
But midterms have come and
gone, and the rush at the
semesters end is not too far
away. Most students will soon
be working to raise their
grades.
But some concern has been
voiced among the faculty that
gr ades ar e already artificially
high. Statistics show that
average grade point has been
rising through the years.
Figures for the past twenty
years show the lowest average
campus grade point was in 1960
( 2.27) . The average has more or

since then. (The Miner has no
statistics for the four semesters
from fall '75 through sprin <T
'77), Last semester's 2.62 was
the lowest since 1971.

Grade point averages of the
undergraduate classes increase
proportionally to the years .
Freshmen are the lowest on the
scale, and Seniors are at the top
end. Sophomores and Juniors
are on either side of the
average. Not only do students
become more adjusted to
college life with time. but the
low end of the spectrum fail to
return. either voluntarily or
not.

Minimum Wage

SCI-TECH
III SllE
15-91%
SI IS

Increase Cuts

Job Openings

OFF
ORIGINAL
PUBLISHED
PRICES

Come pick up a stack of high-level
scientific and technical books from
leading publishers. Our selection
ranges through numerous disciplines
including physics. chemistry. medicine.
mathematics. engineering. computers
and more . Your savings range
from a tremendous 65% to an
unbelievable 90%.

CAMPUS BOOK STORE

and the highest was in Physical
(4.0),
In
Education
Engineering, the highest and
lowest grade averages were in
Engineering Management and
Engineering
Mechanics.
respectively.

205 West 12th St.

Rolla, Mo.
364·3710

(CPS) - The increase in
federal minimum wage standards from $2 .90 to $3 .10 per
hour as of Jan. 1 will probably
lead to a decline in job opportunities for college students,
a
number
of
educators
predicted last week. They also
forecast that the students who
will be hardest hit by the cutbacks will be the students least
able to afford them .
Rodney Harrison, financial
aid director at Ohio State
University, has heard "rumblings " the number of student
jobs in Columbus will decline
even before the wage increase
becomes effective July I, the
start of OSU 's fiscal year .
" The great majority of
research shows that the net
effect
of
increaSing
the
minimum wage is reduced
adds
Jim
employment."
Ragan. assistant economics
professor at Kansas State
university. He adds that, "nonstudents are probably hit a little
harder than students. "
Yet all worry the increase
could make life harder for
on
work-study
students
programs.
Under federal work-stUdy
guidelines, students can earn
only so much during a school
year. The new minimum wage,
says University of Wisconsin
Budget Director Glenn Watts,
could mean that students risk
earning up to the limit before
the academic year expires. If
they
stop
working,
their
eligibility for work-stUdy funds
can be endangered. If they try
to stay under the limit by
working fewer hours, they could
end up working less than the
minimum number of hours
needed to qualify for the workstudy program.
"We budgeted at the higher
wage for the entire year," says
Financial Aid Director Dan
Hall
at
Northwestern
University. Hall recalls that the
increased minimum wage was
instituted at Northwestern last
fall , and additional work-study
funds have kept student employment at the status quo.
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David And Gol'iath-Retold
By CHARLES GRIFFIN
National News Bureau
We are no longer the greatest
power on earth. Oh, we have
enough nuclear power to wipe
out life as we know it, but so
does the Soviet Union. Our
global strategy is to keep the

operation.
There are six more divisions
left to cover the region. Now,
for your information, all of our
total ground combat forces
amount to just 21 divisions. The
Russians have a side show
involving ground forces that
number more than all our army
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USSR from grabbing this place
today and that one tomorrow.
Soviet global strategy is to grab
this place today and that one
tomorrow.
Since we live with a nuclear
stalemate; the only way left to
influence friends and enemies is
the gradual application of
pressure. A push here, a shove
there, and after a while, you
have shouldered everyone else
into a comer.
Does that sound familiar?
Now, who do you know pushing
and shoving - and who do you
know backing into a comer?
We Americans have always
. had a bard time livIng with the
idea that democracy isn't
suitable for aIJ peoples around
the world. Communism was
sudl a bogeyman in the 20's and
SO's and gave us suCh a scare in
the SO's - aIJ tbniugh our own
selfcentered,
power-bungry,
sbort-sIghted .
politicians
ravings during election time that we never took ,"y of the
bowIdIess opportunities to influence
the
communist
movements
towards
moderation. We treated them
like. mad dogs-and we stiU do.
What we should have done
was to Coca-Cola, Frigidaire,
and
Froot-Loop
them
to
decadency like us.
Even now, things don't
always go their way . Albania,
Yugoslavia, and China practice
their own independent form of
communism. Romania does not
toe the Moscow line. Egypt and
a couple of other African
nations have kicked out Russian
advisors.
Then there is Afghanistan.
Wolves still roam the mountains of Afghanistan - some on
two legs. The Russians have
shown their collective ass and the Afghan wolves are
chewing on it.
And it is a big enough ass.
Discounting support troops, of
which the Russians use fewer
than we do, there are about six
divisions tied up in Afghanistan .
Soviet strategy calls for heavy
reserves, so we can estimate
that 12 of the remaining combat
divisions assigned to the
southern USSR Region are
committed to the Afghan

divisions with the whole Marine
Corps thrown in for good
measure.
If that piece of information
made your day, then how would
it strike you to learn that our
total Army reserves number
534,000, while the USSR can call
anyone who has eVer served up
to age SO, giving them a reserve
numbering about 25,000,000.
The title of this column begins
to make sense. America is
David and the USSR is Goliath.
Now I can retell the story the
way it is today:
Goliath is big. He iis heavy
into armor. His main weapon is
a double-edged sword ~ simple
to maintain and easy to operate.
Goliath's great weight makes it
possible for him to crush his
opponents after he has broken
through their first defenses.
David is small. H.e has a
minimum of armor. His main
weapon is a selective-fire, last.eaimed, multiple-delivery peashooter. David's only. hope of
victory is to jump in" make a
quick shot, and jump out of the
way . It only takes one shot "according to his instruction
manual.
The SF-LA-MD--PS has been
in operation for just two
months. It needs three types of
lubricating oils to be properly
maintained. One of them is
back-ordered. David has never
used it in combat, so he has to
be extra careful when he fires
the SF-LA-MD-PS. After all, he
only gets one shot, right?
The instruction manual lists
four steps in the selection of
fire, ten steps in the operation of
the laser sighting device, and
three chOices of peas - Single
peas, three-pea-pod, or 12-peapod - each with their own
special loading sequence.
Things are simplified for
David in his bout with Goliath.
All the singie peas were used by
his armorer in testing the
weapon. The l2-pea-pod has not
been
delivered
by
the
manufacturer yet. He has in
hand one ioad of the three-peapod, which has proven to be
prone to malfunction.
The moment of truth approaches. The ground trembles
under Goliath's tread . David

has selected his fire, aimed his
laser beam, and is busy with the
last step of the 'Ioading
sequence. A shadow spreads
over David. The last step
completed, he pushes the activation button. The SF-LA-MDPS fires! The three-pea-pod
cluster blossoms into bright
stars dead-center on Goliath's
heavily armored chest and then '
fades away leaving a mere
blemish.
David is crushed by the whole
experience. You see, his
technology-minded
superiors
forgot to train him in some
basic military tactics, such as :
find a weak point and exploit it,
aim for the eyes, or hide until he
passes and shoot him in the
back. Plus, poor David wasn 't
physically fit enough to run fast
enough to keep Goliath from
Etepping on him.
The moral of this story is
simple : We Are In Trouble.
We aren't going to get out of
trouble until we start using our
heads : enlarge our ground
forces; tighten, renew, and
increase our alliances, and get
tough when our interests are
threatened.
China would become our ally
tomorrow, if we would accept
them _ Russia dreads that more
than any other move we might
make. The only thing we would
need do them is to keep our
military
advisors
and
diplomats from treating the
Chinese
like
gooks.
In
aggregate, our superior attitudes towards Orientals have
lost us more friends than our
stupid foreign policies.
In the meantime, refUSing to
even register for the draft is
giving aid and comfort to a
people who have no illusions
about what they want. They
want peace - Russian peace even if it means clubbing you to
death to get it.
If your history prof, or your
interpretive dance instructor,
or your psychiatrist tells you
differently - he, she, or it is full
of bull shit.
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after finding favor with mighty god Bacchus. Midas was
offered any gift he deSired. UnheSitatingly, Midas asked that :'.
everything he should touch would be turned to gold. This wish :::
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ordered a sumptous meal. He reached for a piece of fruit and,
to his astonishment, it too turned to gold .
The king then realized that in his rashness he had grasped
for something that apparently brought immediate good. but
which, if continued, would hasten hiS death .
Seeing the drastic results that awaited him, Midas pleaded
with Bacchus to take back the 'gift' In hiS great mercy, the
god Bacchus (reed Midas from the blight of the Golden
Touch.
The people have asked the 20th century gods to provide
passenger railroad transportation.
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passengers with a plane ticket and free botel ac- ::~
commodatlons Instead of transporting them by train. The :::

~~t~~the~:tLf::fueI~ I

aIJ of Amtrak s passengers las year...
amoun 0
burned would have been 36 million gaIJons - compared with :~:
101 mlllion used by the railroad. ..
:~

I~~~~~~~:~~
Bacchus, where are you when we need you'!

I,

~:;.i:·

Bacchus and Midas have (aded mto the mists of the past,
but still the people yearn for the Golden Touch from the 20th
century gods ...
Sources
The New Republic, Apn121. 1979.
In 1'ranslL OffiCial Journal of the Amalgamated Transil UOIon,
March 1977.
U.S News and World Report.September 19. 1979.
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THEy'RE THE
SONG OF LOVE
Tell her you care with these
14K yellow gold lovebird
earrings, and our matching
pendant, with diamonds.
Lovebirds, designed by
Jewelmont...truly a gift of
real affections.

DESIGN BY

JEWELMONT"

j

715 Pine Street
Rolla, MO
364-2142
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equation. The unsuspecting
student rejoices . Surely I can
work that one out! Receiving a

student 's attention on t~ part
where the error came in. Thus,
little by little the professor
I!ftmnJiPJltoC' thA nrnhlAftli
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Folk Music Concert
Dick and Anne Albin travel to
you from the head of Cow Creek
just off Chop-Chestnut Ridge,
Powell Co. , Kentucky, and they
bring with them the songs and
tales of the mountains they
love.
They have performed Appalachian folk music concerts
and workshops in such far-flung
places as the National Folk
Festival in Washington, D.C.
and the Mississippi Folklore
Society,
the
National
Humanities
Series
and
educational television shows in
Kentucky, Ohio and Arkansas
as well as colleges and
universities from coast to coast.

St . Pat's! Fun for everyone?
(Photo by Phil Cook)

Features

They also play mountain
music and arrange special
musical . weekends for the
Kentucky Department of Parks
and have performed as part of
the cumberland Gap National
Park concert series for the last
three summers. Dick and Anne
have recorded two albums of
folk music and four albums of
songs they have written .
The music of Kentucky 's
mountains stretches back to the
Old English ballads brought
over to this country by the early
settlers and handed down from
generation to generation. Dick
and Anne have collected many
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of these old songs as they are
sung today. Their music includes hoedown and fiddle
tunes, playparty and novelty
songs, and Dick and Anne bring
these to you on banjO, guitar,
autoharp,
jawharp
and
mountain dulcimers they built
themselves.
Big Bill Broonzy once said,
"It's folk music 'cause horses
don't sing it. " The music of the
mountains is folk music and
meant to be sung in the relaxed
and informal style associated
with Dick and Anne 's con·c erts.
Let them share a "front porch
song-session " with you and see
how naturally you can take to
the music they bring.
The Albins also conduct
workshops on mountain music
and lore, and they offer a
workshop on playing and
building mountain dulcimers.
They've produced five folk and
bluegrass festivals, hosted the
"Bluegreass Country" series on
Louisville television, and they
host the Great American
Dulcimer Convention at Kentucky's Pine Mountain State
Park ea~h year.
The Albins will be here Mareh
20, 1980 in Centennial Hall at
8:00 p.m. They are brought to
you by the SUB.

" Lampo.o n's Tenth Anniversary Anthology"
By TOO CARROLL
Copyrtgbt, 1980
National News Bureau
" National Lampoon's Tenth
Anniversary Anthology "
is
about the same size as the
Heritage
Dic" American
tonary ," only printed on better
paper and about half or onethird as thick, depending on the
edition of dictionary being used
for comparison . The book has a
substantial heft to it, as well as
a
great
deal
of
color
reproduction that is considerably better technically
than that offered in the National
Lampoon
magazine,
the
publication from which the
anthology has been compiled .
The book cost's $19.95 , well
below the total price of all the
back issues of National L am~n m agazine re resented in

it ; however, it is only fair to
point out that a stack of those
back issues, bound into a single
volume, would have a bulk and
weight significantly greater
than the anthology. If a reader
is interested in mass, then, of
course, he or she would do
better to send away for dozens
of old magazines from the
National Lampoon's offices in
New York. Others, however,
who prefer the less cumbersome and tedious advantages of a synoptic volume
and are not adverse to their
literary
materials
being
preselected for them by a group
of unknown personalities in
New York City, would logically
do better to purchase the an·
thology and accept its fidelity
as an accurate sampling of the
last ten ears of the National

Lampoon, as a matter of trust
between themselves and the
people in New York .
Obviously,
presupposed
above is an attraction to the
National Lampoon and its
variety of humor. There is no
apparent reason, at least at
first blush, for a reader to spend
nearly twenty dollars for a
product that cannot possibly
surpass
the
quality
of
progenetive texts previously
judged deficient or unintelligible . Nevertheless, there is
a persuasive body of thought
that serves to encourage the
expenditure, operating wholly
apart from considerations of
literary or comedic tastes. This
rationale springs from an
assumed inclination on the part
of the college-age or universityage reader to revel in most all

It follows quite naturally that
opportunities to squander and
one who has suffered to such
otherwise
misappropriate
degree might look for methods .
money provided by parents for
their education. Such persons,
to exact payment for these
and there are many of them, , sufferings, in terms of both
have intense, deeply rooted
factual , out-of-pocket losses to
psychological aversions to their
the parents, and symbolic
mothers and fathers and the
flauntings of one's utter conunstable, painful adolescence
tempt and disregard for their
they were forced to endure in
deSires. Admittedly, there are
poorly
constructed
subfar more puissant displays of
divisional homes steeped in
disaffection
than
spending
alcoholism,
bitterness,
$19.95 in parental funds on a
obeisance, and servility.
(Continued on next Page)
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Casino Night

Theta Tau
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Guest Dealers Include
Ed Owsley
JOIIJIDe canon
Jackie Frlntrup

TomGreeo
Kerry KoboIdt
MlkeWailers

Tony Vlessman
Emmalou Brent
Andy AlexaJIdU

BW Desvouges
Curt Adams

Wally Grimm
David Hentzel
Darrel Jack80n
Jim Wood
Jim Mullally

Dr. AugbeDbaugb
Jolin Rockaway
stewart GUles
LInda WhItes
Terry HarrIs
Terry Cossette
Mrs. Tryon

Mayor McFarland
Leah Pagel
Leonard Martin
MIke McNutt
Mrs. McNutt

Brad Erickson
Bob 1bompeoo
Dave M1tcbell
Jack Cowan

steveBecit

Jolin Faucett

FredVoss .
Bob Edwards
Kent Giddens
Bob Allen

Joe Marcbello
Bob Campbell
Kent Trarla

BWOUver
Harold BeonJsb
SamBw100

TomZalac
Ed Bober
Troy Harris

CarlCavtno
MIke Estey
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~

A t The A rll10ry
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Lam poon's Anthology Cont'd

Dual
Rae ital
Mary Elizabeth Bradley,
pianist, and Leon C. Bradley,
Trombonist, will present a dual
recital at 2:30 p.m. Sunday,
March 16, in Room !OI Old
Cafeteria at the University of
Missouri-Rolla.
performers
are
Both
associate professors of music at
The School of the Ozarks. Their
appearance here was arranged
by UMR music and art. The
public is invited to attend the
recital without charge.

(Continued from Page 18)
book the student is convinced
would profoundly 'revile them ,
such as taking out a second
mortgage on their real estate
property and using the cash to
buy enough heroin to spread an
inch thick throughout their
entire house to wallow in with a
crowd of friends while the
mother and father are out of
town; however, the small
gesture appears in many ways
more eCCective with regard to
criminality and logistics.
Choices between heroin and
the "National Lampoon Tenth
Anniversary Anthology," or
back issues of the National
Lampoon and the abovementioned anthology are advisedly personal and certainly
beyond the ken of distant

editors of magazines and anthologies, as well as reviewers
of same. It is for the latter only
to present evidence of the
existence of subject materials
and reasonable alternatives.
This reviewer cannot in good
faith predetermine or divine or
even estimate the manner in
which any single reader or
collection of readers may
respond to the National Lampoon in its customary magazine
form or beautifully bound and
reproduced in special volume
that is approximately as high
and wide as the "American
Heritage Dictionary." It is
suCCicient to aCCirm that the
anthology is for sale, and that a
university-{)r
college-age
student is unqualifiedly eligible
to purchase it.
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(Continued From Page 19)
equation . The unsuspecting
student rejoices. Surely I can
work that one out! Receiving a

student's attention on tbe part
where the error came in. Thus,
little by little the professor
I!nmnlil!AtA" thA nrnhlAI'r'I
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. It Happened Here ...
50 years ago tbls weet

.

22nd annual St. Pat's celebration, Miss Madge Lenox reigns as
Queen, A. J . Tiefenbrun is st. Pat.

25 years ago ~ week

.
Miner warns students that we "are a walking advertisement,
good Of" bad for MSM - so act aCQordingly this st. Pat's.,"
15 years ago tbls week

Dr. Elmer Lewis retires as president of UMR.
5 years ago tbls week
Toots Schuman is St. Pat's Parade Marshal.

Show.The Green
(Spirit)
Wear a Grean Rower
Gl'fHln c.m.tion C6nuIge

Irving's Last Stand

II

"
I

'I

111J~

1111:,

llill

i iil
Wii

Well, folks it's with a sad·
dened voice that I bid ye
farewell. ·This·is my fourth and
final year as the snakes top
representative to the University
of Missouri at Rolla. Yes, ole
Irving has nearly completed his
final year in office. You see, in
snake land we elect one grand
leader (that's mei to one 4-yr. ·
term, after which they cannot
be elected to another term.
Yep, after this March - it's
back to being just one of the
gang for me. I will probably
even be sent to your St. Pat's
festivities as a participant next
year. It seems new leaders
don't like to see us " oldies"
around. Yes, I'll be forgottenjust as my predecessor (what

was his name? ) was forgotten.
I keep hop::!g that maybe
someday - hopefully soon people will learn to appreciate
us snakes more! It's people like
that St. Patrick of yours that
keep giving us grief.
His followers, the Board,
(otherwise known as the Green
Goons, Irish Mafia, etc ... ) keep
insisting on the destruction of us
snakes. Each year the numbers
of us who get kille<! by
overanxious freshmen with
knife ridden shillelaghs grows
enormously.
You wouldn 't believe how
much we get blamed for. Why
we are even blamed for Eve's
big sin in the garden. She would

have eaten that apple anyy,:ay
- why blame us. .
Another thing - wily all the
screaming when you big people
spot us? We are the ones who
should be scared! Why, all you
have to do is step on us and it's
bye bye. Only a few of us
(Pythons, Rattlers, etc ... ">
cause you any grief at all. The
rest of us - why we get sought
out and killed.
So please, please, ' please
Freshmen when you wield those
mighty shillelaghs, if you're
going to kill a snake do it nicely
-OK ?
Irving

$2&up
G1'fHHJ Mum $4
GI'fHIn OTChid $7
Shamrock Plants $5-

$7.50
1107 Pine Rollo
364·3161

YOUR COLLlGB IlIH

Have

a
a i' '~j~

~

RipRoaring

~

SPORT shop

1003 Pine Street

Roll,! . MO

364. 5495

PLUSACASB BlBlTB!
When you trade-in your men's
10K gold high school ring for
on a Lustrium college ring,
America's newest fine
jeweler's alloy ................. . $87.()()

$99.00

Your rebate . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $12.00
'n'ade in your women's 10K gOld .high
school ring for $38.00 and buy your
Lustrium college ring for only $43.00
10K gold high school trade-ins also apply
on all Josten's 10K gold college rings.
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CIN (~~CORNER
Stretching a buck
takes more than luck

by Scott Hessek
Pick up a copy of a television guide, read a
personality magazine or listen intently to the glib
chatter on a late-night talk show and you 'll learn one
thing: Television production costs a lot of
money.
A lot of money.
Producing an episode of 'Streets of San
Francisco' just a few years ago averaged around
$300,000. 'Kojak' nearly doubled that price at
around $500,000 per episode, and it has now gotten
to the point where a typical half-hour sitcom may
ring up expenses of between $250,000 and
$400,000. Some have even cost $600,000.
"With that kind of money," said one CBN
program executive, "I could produce six months
worth of daily dramas and have enough left over for
a dozen smaller projects." Most CBN programs run
well under $10,000 each.
What is surprising is that in these days of high
. inflation, it is still possible to produce television
programming at reasonable prices if you can avoid
paying what CBN President Pat Robertson has
referred to as "ego money" paid top stars.
"For what it cost to produce a single episode
of 'Kojak: we could deliver 'The 700 Club' to a
couple of cities the size of Buffalo five days a week
for a year, run CBN '700 Club' counseling centers
in those cities, cover the overhead and administrative costs. and probably still come out ahead:' said
another executive in the marketing division.
Gang shooting
The secret rests in 'gang-shooting' productions,
using reasonable wage guidelines, squeezing a dollar
for all it's worth, "and staying out of New York and
Hollywood ."
"What we do for a repetitive production," said
the programmer, "is build and light and set once,
then go into production and shoot a season of
programs-usually 13 half-hour episodes-in a
two-week period or less. This drastically reduces the
expenses of constantly building, lighting and then
striking (dismantling) the set several times. That's
. where . many of the expenses are saved."
The cost of doing business away from New York
and Hollywood also is a big aid in keeping production
budgets trim.
With the new facilities at CBN headquarters in
Virginia Beach, the network is virtually self-sufficient
for many studio productions. Overhead and
operating expenses are also lower in that section of
the country.
Yes, producing programs for television is still an
expensive proposition. But even in an inflated
economy, there are still people interested in
stretching contributed dollars to make them go
much farther .
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Groundwaves ...
The members of the KMNR
staff are always working to
improve the quality of our
station. It is something we think
about often. Good radio is
harder work and much more
time-consuming than you might
realize.
Although we are only a 300
watt station, we are under strict
control of the F.C.C. regarding
IicenJing, programming and
equipment. Maintenance must
be done constantly. DJ's have to
spend hours listening to new
music,
reviewing
records
before playing them on the air.
Okay, why do we do it?
Call it love. KMNR is a
creative outlet whether you're a
DJ,
newscaster,
or
in
engineering or production.
Because of the amount of work
involved, it's very satisfying.
Turn on your radio often, and
as you listen, try to appreciate
what is involved in what you are
hearing. Work on being a good
listener. Think about why you
like or don't like what you hear.
And let us know.
Ellen
ST. PAT'S PROGRAMMING
THURS, MARCH 13
12 noon-5 p.m. - live remote
broadcast of the Extravaganza
FRI. MARCH 14
3 p.m.-6 p.m. - alumni show
6 p.m.-2 a.m. Beatles
special
Plus intermittent broadcasts
from the games
SAT. MARCH 15
Live broadcast of the parade
12 midnight-3 a.m. -alumni
show
OTHER PROGRAMMING
SUN. MARCH 16
8 p.m. John Mooney
"Coming Your Way"

)f

12 midnight - Blue Montreaux
MON. MARCH 17
12 midnight Kiki Dee
"Loving Free"
TUES. MARCH 18
10 p.m. - " The Outlaws"
WED. MARCH 19
9 a.m . - ReBob Deluxe "Live
in the Air Age" record II
4 p.m. - Hot Mud Family
"Live As We Know It"
12 midnight - Dudek, Finne2an and Krueger "DFK"
THURS. MARCH 20
12 midnight
Joanne
Brecheen "Keyed In"

!•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
STUDENT ROOMS AVAILABLE NOW !
:

AND FOR SUMMER SCHOOL

:

•
:

'Super Locotion 'Kitchen 'TV Room
'Reosonable 'New Management

•
:

:
1!10 BISHOP CALL BILL 364·9911
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
1•

CLEARANCE~

.

SALE

(

Boots on Sale for

$12

Reg. S \5-$18

LIMITED SUPPLY

Starts Thursday, March 13

J & L Shoe
Store
364-6340

TV COMPULOG $(RVtcES, INC.

'Tis the week of the Irish &
Ruby's has Gone Green!

THE IRISH
SUNDAE
1 Dip Sundae

50 C

2 Dip Sundae

75 c

Vanilla ice cream,
creme de menthe
topping.

MEET THE
GODFATHER I
Saturday, March 15
11 a.m.-l:30 p.m. & 6:00-9:00 p.m.
in the pizza parlor
You've seen him on 1V Now you can
meet him in person. Free gifts for the
kids. Autographed pictures. Give-aways.
.
And much more. Be there!

Godfather's Pizza
watch for us in the
St. Pat's Parade
In The Forum
Plaza Shopping Center
Rolla. Mo.

TM
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(Continued From Page 19)
equation. The unsuspecting
student rejoice·s. Surely I can
work that one out! Receiving a

student's attention on tb.e part
where the error came in. Thus,
little by little the professor
fl'nmnlil!.Ato," tho. nrnhlam
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Tankmen Fini'sh First In MIAA
By GERRY GOEKE
The UMR Swim Team capped
off a fine season last weekend
by winning the MIAA Conference Meet held at Cape
Girardeau. The Miners finished
with an impressive 603 points.
The host Southeast Missouri
State team finished with 424
points, 179 points back! Southwest Missouri State finished
third with 244 points, Northeast
Missouri State took fourth with
203, and Central Missouri State
was close behind with 202
points.
Individually, the most victorious of the Miners was Don

Havey, who won the 200 yard
Individual medley with a time
of 2:00.283, a new MIAA record.
Havey also qualified for the
Division II Nationals in the 100
yard breaststroke, finishing
first in a time of 1: 00. 41, he won
the 200 Breaststroke, and
capped off his day by joining
Mike Clyburn, Greg Holleman,
and John Smith In the 400
medley relay and finishing on
top in 3:38, again qualifying for
the Nationals.
Don Fearon continued his fine
diving, as he won both the 1meter and 3-meter competitions . . Mike Clyburn also
had an excellent meet, as he

won
both the 100 yard
backstroke and 200 yard
backstroke, was a member of
the winning 400 medley relay
team, and teamed up with Don
Foster, Paul Stricker, and John
Smith to win the 800 yard
freestyle relay, finishing in
7:08.78, again good enough to
qualify for the National Meet.
Paul Stricker and ·Greg
Holleman each netted one individual victory and a relay
victory . Stricker won the 400
yard individual medley and was
a member of the 800 free re.l ay
team, and Holleman took the
100 yard butterfly and was a
member of the 400 medley relay

squad. Mike Shire was also a
solo winner. as he touched in
first after 100 yards of freestyle.
The only event remaining for
a select few of the Miner Tankmen- is the Division II National
finals, to be held on March 20.
21. and 22. Ray Gill and Don
Fearon have both qualified in
each of the diving events. the 1meter and 3-meter. Ray Gill
could be the first Miner ever to
go to the Division I finals. To
pull of this feat. Gill would have
to finish in the top four at the
Division II meet. as he has
already made the cutoff for
Division I at 3-meters.
Don Havey will also be en-

tering two events. as he has
qualified at both the 100 and 200
yard
breaststroke
lengths.
Others entered are · the 400
medley relay team of Havey.
Clyburn, Holleman. and Shire.
and the 800 free relay team of
Clyburn. Foster. Stricker. and
Smith.
Good
luck
and
congratulations to all of these
men. and to the entire 1979-80.
UMR Swim Team. and to Coach
Bob Pease. on a fine season!

I

B-Boll Finishes 1 1- 14
By CHRIS WILSON
1979-'80 MIAA regular season
action concluded Feb. 27, when
UMR hosted the Southeast
Missouri State Indians. The
game showcased two of the
conference's top players, Derek
Nesbitt of UMR, and Otto
Porter of SEMO. Crisp team
play and some outstanding
individual performances from
both teams punctuated the
contest. Action was slowed only
by occasional spurts of officiating which seemed to be
performed with a white cane
and a German shepherd. When
the smoke had cleared, the men
from Cape Girardeau were on
top, nosing out the Miners by a
100-93 count.
The strongest and most exciting performance was once
again produced by UMR's

Derek Nesbitt. Nesbitt ended
his collegiate career with a 37point, 24-rebound outing, which
included
several
jumpers,
impressive driving lay-ups, and
skyscraper rebounds.
The loss to SEMO, which
closed UMR's '79-'80 overall
docket of 11-14, with a 5-7 loop
record, ended a well-played, but
frustrating campaign. During
the season, UMR captured its
own Invitational Tournament
with a 104-point night against
UMKC, finished 4th in the
MlAA Holiday Tourney, and
defeated Northeast Missouri
and Northwest Missouri two
times each for the first time in
Coach Billy Key's 16-year
tenure.
Unfortunately, these high
points are offset by an equal

number of downfalls. i"or
example, after crushing SEMO
by 30 points in the 1st round of
the Holiday Tourney, the
Miners had back to back
tournament losses of 18 points
and 15 points.
However, with all things
considered, the team must be
seen as underrated. Picked to
finish in the cellar at the start of
the season, the Miners gave
every opponent more than they
had bargained for. This is
evidenced by UMR's last six
losses":'" four of them were two
point · losses, including two to
MlAA champ Central Missouri
State.
The Miners appeared strong
in
command
when
and
Leonardo Lucas was wheelin' &
dealin' in a fast break offense.

Sports

MlAARELEASE

Muies defeated Jacksonville
State of Alabama 112-91 March
1 in the consolation game of the
NCAA Division II South Central
Regional played in Warrensburg. The points by Fennelly
also tied a NCAA playoff
record.
.
One day earlier. Central had

M-Club
"Team" of the Week
Last week's most outstanding
athletic performance came
from the entire UMR Swimmlng Team who scored a total
of 603 points and gained the
conference title with a solid
team effort. SEMO was the
nearest competitor with 424
points. The MIners took 12 of the
18 events which was the best
showing ever for a UMR

swimming team. Both the 400
yard medley relay and the 800
yard free style relay teams
qualified for nationals and the
400 yard free style set a new
varsity record. Nine swimmers
and divers are headed for the
national meet In Youngstown,
Ohio
starting March
20.
Congratulations to the Miner
Swim Team'

dropped the tournament opener
to eventual champion North
Alabama. 98-86. in overtime.
For the team's sparkling
season. Mules Coach Tom
Smith was voted the "MlAA
Coach-of-the-Year" in balloting
by his peers' during an allconference selection meeting
March 1.
The All-MlAA teams for 197980 are as follows. with players
appearing in the order of votes
received:
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Lucas emerged this season as a
fine play-maker and a flashy
ball-handler.
Lucas's flair.
combined with Calvin Horhn's
talent and experience. provided
UMR with a .strong backcourt
duo.
Front
line
play
was
dominated almost regularly by
Derek Nesbitt. Although he is
only 6-feet 2-inches. Nesbitt
often controlled the boards
against much taller opponents.
Coupled with his accurate field
goal shooting. Derek was one of
the best all-around players in
the conference this year. On his

way to a berth on the All-MlAA
1st team; Nesbitt compiled
some impressive stats. Derek's
credentials include a 22.4
points-game scoring average.
5th in the MlAA; 53.6 percent
filed goal accuracy. 3rd in the
conference; 83.9 percent free
throw percentage (3rd). and a
3rd place ranking in rebounding
with an 11.2 reb.-game average.
their
less-thanDespite
impressive 11-14 record. the
Miners
displayed
an entertaining and usually wellexecuted brand of basketball.

Mark Adams. SEMS - Pat
Fennelly ended the season
Niemczyk. John Sanchez and ' with
an
MlAA-high
30.8.
Robin Wilhoit. SWMS - Larry average. while SWMS's Mike
Lewis and Andy Hood. UMR Robinson
grab~
. 13.6
Calvin Horhn and Leonardo rebounds per game to lead that
Lucas.
category.

.INFI.i\TI()N
brazier.
Sla\ I. F.

FIRST-TEAM MlAA
Bill Fennelly
CMSU
(Named MVP)
Mike Robinson - SWMS
Robert Woodland - Lincoln
David Winslow - NEMS
Derek Nesbitt - UMR
SECOND-TEAM MlAA
Otto Porter - SEMS
Ray Strozier - CMSU
Terry Olsen - CMSU
Greg Giovanine - CMSU
Russ Miller - NWMS
Honorable mention members
were as follows: CMSU - Ray
Pearson. NEMS - Ossie Cobb
and Jaffee Woolfork. NWMS M elvin Tyler. Craie Bauer and

b

h
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Central Undispu·t edly Takes MIAA Crown,
Central
Missouri
State
University'S basketball season
ended the same way as it began.
as the Mules finished the
campaign with a fine 26-2
record.
Paced by Bill Fennelly's
school-record 54 points, the
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Intramural Wrestling

Ka p
By GERRY GOEKE
Intramural Wrestling
Tournament closed out last
Thursday night, and K~ppa
Sigma took the '80 Wrestling
Crown with a solid 120 points.
There was really no doubt going
Into the final night's action, as
Kappa Sig took a convincing
lead the first night and refused
to give It up throughout the
week. Sigma Nu, which had the
tournament high of three individual winners, took a strong
second place with 101 points.
Campus Club and Sig Ep tied
for third place with 74 points
each, and Tau Kappa EpSilon
brought home fifth place,
chalking up 69 points.
Individual performers were
led by Mike Fortune of Sigma
Nu, whose fine wrestling earned
him the ITT pound weight class
honors and the coveted Intramural Wrestler of the Year
trophy. Fortune pinned Berry
Sheldon of Kappa Sig In the
finals to lock up that honor.
The

Takes irst

In the other weight classes.
Mitch Krau of Sig Nu beat Brian
Dicker of Wesley for the 123
points title, Mike Suda of TKE
defeated Mike Smith of Kappa
Sig for the 130 pound honors,
Mark Smith of GDI pinned John
Knaebel of Kappa Sig at 137
pounds, Tom Birkemeier of
Triangle, last year's Wrestler of
the
Year,
pinned
John
Ballantyne of KA for the 145
pound title, Mark Hunter of
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I
Ev.r wonder why golf cou .... ,
I have 18 hal .. in.tead of some 1

, oth.r number? Actually. in the ,
, early d...,. of golf' • . d.velop- ,
I m.nt in England. diff.rent
did hov. diff.r.nt I
I cour...
numb... of hoi ••. For .xompl.. I
when the first Briti.h Open wa. ,
I' played. at the Pr•• twick Club in ,
, 1860. that cour•• hod only 12 I
Som. oth.r cours.. then
I hal ••.7 hoi
•• , some hod 8, .am. I
I hod
hod 14. But the most famous ,
I cours., the St. Andr.w. Club of I
I Scotland , just happened to have I
I 18 holes--and in the years
following 1860, other cours.s I
increa.ed to 18 hol.s m.r.ly to I
,' follow the pott.rn s.t by St. An. I
I dr.ws . And. thus 18 holes I
I became the standard for gall ,

I courses everywhere.
.. .. ..
I
I H.re's an oddity . Although the ,
I Philadelphia Phillie. have been I
'playing big league baseball I
I every year since 1900. they I
have NEVER won a World
I Series
I That seems .hard to,
, believe, but you can look it up I
, and . - that It's true .
I
I
•.•
I How fast could you drive a car I
in the old days? Well , the first I
I auto
race in the United States I
'was held in Chicago on I
I Thanksgiving Day. 1895. It was I
I a SO·mile race, and the winning
driven by famous inventor J
I car,
Frank Duryea traveled at the I
I overage speed of-believe it or ,
I not-7 \1, miles per hour!
I
......
I
I I bet you didn't know ... that I
Inluronca at ,our lob I. I
I group
not maant to raplaca ,our par. I
I sanal In.uronca-onl, to IUp' I
plamant It. Sea.. .

•

Heavyweight division. .
524.5 points, Kappa Delta has
In the overall Intramural 447 points, good for second
points picture for '79-'80, Sig Ep place, and Chi Omega has the
still holds a commanding lead final medal position with 412.5
over the pack with 1926.5 points, points.
221 points ahead of their closest
Softball is the next major
rival, Kappa Sigma, who own sport on the agenda, and action
17OS.5 points. Sig Nu is holding in that will open next week, but
down third place with 1687.5 there is also badminton, arpoints, and TKE is in 4th place chery, and horseshoe action to
with 1652 points.
come.
On the Women 's side. AWS is
holding down the lead slot with

"
Rifler's Face Cl ass Competition
RIFLE TEAM RELEASE
The UMR Varsity Rifle team
has logged over 2,600 miles in 10
days for match competition.
On February 22, the Miner
team travelled to Joplin,
Missouri, to fire the Lion Pride
match of Missouri Southern
State College. Several Missouri

1---~-------:1

I Sport. Fans

Campus Club outpointed Jim
Helneck of Sigma Nu In the 152
pound bracket. Mark Brown of
TKE, the '78 Wrestler of the
Year, took the 160 pound honors
by defeating Graig Hooper of
Kappa Sig. At 167 pounds, Mike
Geisel of Sig Nu held off Ron
Fey of TKE, Brian Logan beat
out Walter Mason for the 191
pound title, ·and Matt Bruns of
Sig Ep pinned Rusty Adams of
Campus Club to win the

and Kansas teams participated.
The team traveled to Lincoln,
Nebraska, to fire the Big Red
Invitational. The Miners !fed
for 2nd place in Nebraska, but
the tie breaker pushed the team
to 3rd place.
On Thursday, 28 February, .
the team competE'd in thE' 45th

~

Annual Mid-West Camp Perry
Matches in Boonville. MissourI.
Over 100 teams from all over
the U.S. competed. The Miners
fired their second best score of
the year, however. with international and olympIC class
shooter participating the team
took no awards .

UMR was host for the 2nd
Annual Miner Invitational on I
and 2 March. Teams from
Tennessee, Kentucky. Georgia
and Missouri partiCipated
UMR high shooter. ,.,like Mertz,
took 2nd place overall and won
1st place trophies in prone and
kneeling positions.
After traveling all night the
team, worn from the trip, fired
the Texas ' Sectional Match In
Fort Worth , Texas. ThIS match
Womea'. BuketbaIl Totals offered no awards. however,
HaDdbaJl Totals
%
524.5
69
1.AWS
1926.5
these scores fired under precise
65
447
79.5
2.KD
1705.5
conditions with a National Rifle
110
412.5
90
3.
ChiO
1687.5
Association referee present. are
120
342
72
1652
4. ABS
submitted for competition on a
65
79.5
328
5. ZTA
1605.5
national basis.
Ir1
%
324.5
6. Stardusters
1586.5
The
Miner
Team
has
79.5
35
298.5
7. TJHA
1578.5
developed thiS year and picked
58.5
65
298.5
1562
7. WHA
up enough good marksmen to
35
245.5
63
1153.5
9. Crescents
build two solid teams for next
65
221
66
10. MSRA
1551
year. Team members are Robin
1483
:.5
Thompson (Captain I . Charlie
1338.5
Pellergrino, Mike Mertz, Gary
51
1322.5
ShreWSberry, Craig Beck, Chris
43.5
1282.5
McCann, Chuck Lechner, Tom
48
1257.5
Roseman, Kevin Klug, Rick
51
1244.5 •_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~ Dolphus. and Chuck Skinner
43.5
1236.5
1217
79.5
1138.5
58.5
912.5

Intramural Standings

su'=

IDtramaral
1Ien'.:ttbaII

1. SiCEp

240

2 K.tppa SIg
SIg Nu
4. TKE
5 RHA
,
~. TJBA

S:

8:~IC.p

t. BetaSig
10. PIKA
11. GDI
12. Tecb EqIDe
13 TriugIe
14: SiC PI
15. SIg Tau

16.LambdaOll
17. Delta stg
18. CampuaCiub
~,W~

30. Manor Inn
21.ABS
22.CCH
23. Delta Tau
24,AEPI
25. 'lbetaXl
26.BSU
27. Mates
28. Acacia
29. CSA

'230
220
190
217
205
255
175
270
175
280

255
169
160
185
ITT
137
300
201
225
290
161
209
153
145
193
205
125
125

WI'fiIIWIII
137.5
150
145
130
82.5
70
US
110
~.5

100
125
120
lOS
82.5
137.5

%
90

54

880
1r14

852.5
75
67.5

844
806

TT8
70s

608
538

Erin Go
Braugh
INN wishes UMR a
HAPPY ST. PAT'S

WEDNESDAY
SPAGHETTI NIGHT
5:00-8:00 p.m.
w/salad bar Reg. $2.25
JeT. 63 & PINE ROLLA 364.4544

$1.99

Purchase a pair
of Irish socks
and have the
Luck 0' the I
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MISSOURI MINER

Thursday. January 31. 1980
(Continued From Page 19)
equation, The unsuspecting
student rejoices, Surely I can
work that one out! Receiving a

Answers

Puzzle

cQmnli,,::a',:Io," thA nrnhlam

hit'

Wednesday, March 12. 1980

ST. PAT'S ISSUE

Page 24

student's attention on t~ part
where the error came in, Thus.
little by little the professor

1980
THEBE5T
Wednesday, March 12
12:30 p.m.

Follies Week - Best original song, poem or jingle about St. Pat's, the
, most garters worn on one leg by a female, and the
greenest male and fe,m ale.

7:00 -12:00 a.m.

Theta Tau ,Cp,$ino Night at the Armory.

11 :00 - 2:00 a.m.

Midnig':lt

" • .!'t'

.

-.-'

,

-Biscuits' and Gravy at TKE Fraternity.

,~; ;~.

".,..

''

.' ,',x.

.. "

'.f:

"x.

A; ...'

Th u rsday , M'CJ'f
11 :00 a.m.
11 :00 - 12:00 p.m.
',~:;,

12:00 - 4:00 p.m.

':f"

"'~

St. Pat's
.?:

:':::

.,if"

E~lra"aganza at li~n's Club Pa'rk.

",-

~~:.

,!;.:-

-,:

11:15p.m.

Quarte r"'B~rreIChl:igai the Extravaganza.

5:30 - 6:00 p.m.

Town Bceard,C ontest at Dav~'s Ba,rber Shop
"

f.

Friday.', March 14
1 :00 - 4:00 p.m.

~

-

.

' .

.

St. Pat's
Gamesbt lion's Club Park. Endurance chug, six pack ~hug,
,
,

tall-boy relay, girl"s quart chug , bot
race andCudgelcarry .
.
"

9:00 - 10:30 p.m.

Coronation and Knighting Ceremony at the Multipurpose Building, '

10:00 - 2': 00 a.m,:

Coronation Dance at the Armory, music by , AMMARETTO'.

Saturday, March 15
8:30 a.m.

Floats assemble in their sections, street painting.

9:00a.m.

Non-floats and spedals assemble in their sections.

10:00 a.m.

St. Pat and his court start down Pine Street.

11 :00 - 1 :00 p.m.

St. Pat's Parade through downtown Rolla.

1 :30 - 3:00 p.m.

Student Knighting Ceremony at Jackling Field.

2:00 - 4:00 p.m.

Antique Car Show at Memoryville USA.

8:00 p.m.

'The New Riders of the Purple Sage' in concert.

